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AN EXÀI{TNATION OF RRSPIS ÀS A TOOL FOR

INTERGENERATIONATJ FAR¡{ TRÀNSFERS

BY

Careful planning is an essential component in the successful
growth and i-ntergenerational transfer of the farm firm. Growth

plans which contribute to high levels of growth also result,
g'eneralIy, in high levers of net value of assets transferred to
the farm heir. rncreasing land and asset values, overtime,
compÌicate the problem of the new entrant wishing to purchase

the farm firrn. At the same tine the farm parents wish to be

paid for their accumul-ated capital to whatever extent they

transfer if to the heir, provide an adequate income for
themselves during their retirement years, and. to provide j-ncome

and capital for other children not involved in the farm firm.

ABSTRACT

JAMES S.R. ALTY

The purpose of this study is to analyze RRSP investments

as a disinvestment strategy for retiring farm parents in order
to allow for successful intergenerational farrn firm transfers.
The analytical moder used in the study is designed to
investigate two RRSP investment strategies in a static farm

firm environment. The investment strategies rirere analyzed to
determine the likelihood of their contributing to diminished

farm firm growth vis-a-vis the case farm firm which serves as

the bench mark. The benchmark embodies the actual production,

marketing and financial decisions of the farm operator thus the



consequences of alternative RRSP investment decisions may be

measured by direct comparison to the benchmark. The RRSP

investment study period is 1-957 to i-982, inclusive.

The study exami-nes four hypothetical retirement options
with a standard set, of assumptions. The individual options are

augmented by additional option specific assumptíons. The four
options are examined for the succeeding generations ability to
g'enerate and maintain the flow of funds required for debt

service for the period starting in l-983 to i-990, inclusive.

The study finds the large final values of the RRSP

investment funds make it possible for the farm parents to be

relatively generous, to the farm heir, in the transfer options.
The smallest final value for the RRSP contribution r¡l-an is
$196 t346 and the largest finat value if ç443,660.00.

The study concludes that a fixed dorlar c]aim to the farm

firmts resources, for investing off the farm firm into a RRSp

program, strengthens and enhances the consolidated balance

sheet. Additionally, the off farm RRsp investment program

facilitates an orderly transfer to the next generation wj-thout

impairing the farm finn's viability.
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The progress of canadian agrículture has had significant
consequences in almost every aspect of the social and economic

l-ife of rural canada. This progress, especially in the last
three decades, has been characterized by a decrine in the

number of farms and growth in size of those remaining.

Despite the many changes in agricurtural technorogy the
historical farnily farm firm has remained the dominant form of
business organization in the primary agricultural_ sector.
Table 1-.1 reports that the single proprietor farm firrn is the
dominant business entity in rural Manitoba owning and renting
75 percent of the provincers farm land (Tabre r.2). perhaps

the persistent devotion to the ideal of the faniJ_y farm has

allowed it to resist other forms of business orgTanization.

For whatever reason the single proprietor farm firrn is crearly
the backbone of the primary agriculture sector in Manitoba.

Cbapter I
TNTRODUCTION

The fanily farm firmrs life cycle can be divided into
three stages consisting of entry, growth and exit.1 The life
cycle of the farnily farm firm generally parallels the farm

operators life cyc1e. rt starts with the beginning farmer and

ends with his retirement. The farm operatorrs heir, in turn,

1 M.D. Boehlje,
AgricuJ-ture, rr

Vol. 5, 1973,

rrThe Entry-Growth-Exit process in
Southern Journal of Agricuttural Econornics,pp. 23-37.

1



Type of Organization

Singte Proprietorship

Partnersh i p:

(a) ¡{ith ¡{ritten agree-
frìent

(b) without written
agreenent

Corporat i on:

(a) fami ly

(b) other

Other Type

TABLE 1.1

EUSIHESS ORGAI¡IZ.ATI0| OF FAR|I-FIR|{S, ruUtIT(BA, SELECTED YEARS

197'l

Number %

32,183 92.0

2,091 5.9

TOTAL FARHS

. .1976

Nunber

29,748

973

1,089

1ó5

129

(i) Includes partnerships rithout written sgreenent

S0URCE: Statistics Canada. 198ó Census of Canada, Agricutture, llanitoba

97.2

518 1.6

67 0.2

80 0.3

1981

Nt¡nber %

?5,701 87.3

3.0

34,981 100.0

19ú

Nurber 14

22,ú9 83.7

761 2.7

3.4

0.5

0.4

2.3

1965 6.7

32,104

822 3.0

85 0.3

121 0.4

100.0 ?9,382 100.0

24æ

1035 3.8

81 .3

1?2 .1

9.1

27,336 100.0



Iype of Organization

Singte Proprietorship

Partnersh i p:

(a) rJith written
âg reement

(b) Hithout Hritten
8g reement

Corporat i on:

(s) fami Iy

(b) other

other Type

TABLE 1.2

BUSIHESS ORGÂIIZÂTIO|{ OF FARI{-FIR}|S AHD LAI¡D BASE, }iA}|IT(]oA, 1gg1

Hectares/AcresoHned'Å

3,997 ,012/9,872,694

158,803/39?,213

162,791/1,143,094

326,781/807,149

3',1 ,722/78,353

120,517/297 ,677

cotLrm Totsl

78.4 1 .755,16r/1,335,00 69.7 ?5,70'l

Hectares/Acres Rented

SOURCE: Statistics Canada. 1981 Census of Canada, Agricutture, Èlanitoba.

3. 1 93 ,?32/230 ,382

9.1 ?81,994/696,525

6.4 195,179/48?,833

0.ó 20,165/19,808

2.4 171 ,931/212,677

5,097,656/ 12,591,?',10

TotoI Farms

3.7 ó88

'11 .2 1,965

100.0 2,518,269/6,2¿0,125 100.0

7.8

0.8

6.8

882

85

121

29,442



completes the same type of cycle during his/her lifetirne on

the farm.

The increasing sophistication of the primary agriculture
sector has necessi-tated a renewed and serious examination of
the compl-ex and costly problems of transferring the ownership

and contror of family farm firms between generations at the

retirement or death of the existing farm operators. until
L982 the continued growth in farm size and guantity of
production assets accumulating on Manitoba farms combined with
the constant appreciation in the value of farm assets,

especially arabre land, had increased the cost of
intergeneration farm estate transfers. After rgg2, however,

land val-ues reversed direction and declined untir 19BB-g9 at
which time they started to increase.2 values across canada

increased 4.9 percent in 19BB-89 and 3.9 percent in 1989-90.

rn general since the l-960rs increasing amounts of capital
investment have been required to facilitate farm firm growth

and to exploit the economies of size impricit in technoJ_ogicaJ_

improvement. This growth in farm capital requirements has

made it increasingly difficult for beginning farmers to obtain
control- of a large enough unit to generate an income level

' L. Baker and P.J. Thommassin, ,Financing New Farm Entrants:
The Long-Term Leasing Option, il Canadian Journal of
Agricultural Economics, Vol. 39, t-991r pp. 255-269.

4



competitive with off-farm employment opportunities.3

rt shoul-d be noted that during a down cycle in farm

values, such as in the early 1-98ots, great financial stress is
placed on neT¡r entrants, or those ref inancing their farm f inns

in the form of cash flow risk. The concern with cash flow
risk is measured by the debt/service ratio.a

Many family farm firms are based on the principre of
perpetual existence and thus are established and managed with
the hope and expectation that they wilr go on indefinitely.
Farm families seek to provide for the farms continuity by

transferring the ownershi-p of farm assets and manageri-ar

control of the farm firm to an heir at the time of the farm

parents retirement or death. The capital requirements

necessary for the younger generation to achieve entry have

become so large the acts of entry and exit often occurs

simul-taneousIy.5 Many farm parents are working well past their
retirement years in order to provide their chirdren an

G.E. Roush, rrEconomic Evaluation of Asset Ownership
Transfer Methods and Famj-Iy Farrn Business Arrangements
After the Tax Reform .A,ct of !976,n unpublished ph.D.
dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1-978, p. 2.

R. Ashmead, rrEmerging Roles fn Financing Agriculture,"
canadian Journal of Agriculturar Economicsf vot. 34, rgg7,pp. 17o-I84.

c. L. Dobbins, I'The rntergeneration Transfer of the FarmFirm: A Recursive Goal programming Analysis,rr unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Oklahoma State University, tSZA, p. 1.

5



retirement years in order to províde their children an

opportunity to enter farming. rt is critical that a pranning
strategy be developed welr in advance of the entry-exit
process. rf the proper strategy is not implemented. to
transfer ownership of farm assets and provid.e for continuity
of manaçJement, farnity confricts, large economic rosses and

inefficient use of capital resources may prevent the
achievement of the farm parents retirement, ownership transfer
and farm development objectives.ó

1.1 THE PROBLEII SETTTNG

The demand for greater investment on Manitoba farms is
indicated over tirne by the increased value of 1and, builditrgs,
machinery and equipment as well as the increases in the
average farm size. (Appendix A)

rncreases in farm size have been a result of farm
consolidation and new land being brought into production due

to improved technology, greater capitalization and better
management. During the 2s year period ending in 19g6 farm
sÍzes had i-ncreased 66 per cent, farm numbers decreased 47

percent and, the proportion of the averag.e total_ investment in
land, buildings and eguipment significantly qreater.

0 Roush, op. cit., p. 2.



Freguently, farm families have found themselves trapped

in the situation of rrforced. savingsrt during the entry and

growth stages of the farm firrn. The farm familyrs current
living standards are lowered in order to provide the necessary

savings to invest in the farm firrn so that it may continue to
gro!,¡ and exploit the economies of size irnplicit in
technorogical improvement. The effect of tforced. savingsrt

combined with inflation of land values over the past three
decades has created a situation where many farm parents have

a balance sheet reflecting a large amount of eguity in the
farm firm in spite of the fact that their annual net farm

income over the same time period has been row (Table L.3).7
Farm operators to whom these conditions pertain are generally
in the late growth stages, if not the exit stage, of the farm

firrn 1Ífe cycre. unfortunately the large capital gains

accrued by the farm parents over time represent a real cost to
the low eguity entrant to the farm firm. The difficulty of
the young entrant can be easily demonstrated by assuming a

situation where the farm parents are approaching retirement
with equity in the farm firm of 9355,000. At a rate of 10 r/2
percent the return to the farm parents woul-d amount to an

annual retirement income of ç37,27s. The young entrant,

7 The downturn in capital values, especi-alIy land, in L9B2
wourd have deflated balance sheets until 19g8-g9 whenland values started to escalate again. The rnagnitude of
decrease during the seven year period was not ás great
as the magnitude of increases over the previous trÍo
decades.

7



Cash Sates

Net
(production Iess cost)

@

TABLE 1.3

¡HOCflE pER .FAR|{-FIRH, HA!|¡TO8A, SELECTED YEARS

SOURCE: l'lanitoba Agricutture. 1990 yearbook.

5ó05

1 035

1971

1 0,800

4,427

1976

27,617

8,574

1981

55,975

13,915

1986

75,891 74,299

13,839 19,5?4

1990



however, would face

on this amount of
eguity will be the

aspiring entrant to

The advancements in technology over tirne have reguired
a greater use of inputs by farm operators each subsequent

period. Greater input usaqe reflects increasing rísks for the
farmer. Tabres l-.3 and i-.4 show that in l_9g6 an investment of
$25.30 was reguired to generate a dolrar of net income from

farrning. This is in stark contrast to the ç7.7o reguíred, in
1956, to qenerate a dorlar of net income. As capital costs
rise and profit margins shrink the threat of loss and

bankruptcy becomes very real for the low equity entrant.

annual interest charges of ç37,275 taken

capital. fnadeguate cash flow and low

inmediate barriers to entry faced by the
farming.

L.2 THE PROBLEI{

Farm parents in the exit stage of the farm firm life
cycle have a much shorter planning horizon in contrast to the
new entrants planning horizon. The retirement process is the
centre of concern for the farm parents which is polarized from

the concerns of the new entrant. The exit phase of the farm

firrn cycle is not gLven the same carefur planning that the
earrier phases of the rife cycle received. Throughout the
farm firmts life cycle is a pervasive desire to obtain full_



TABLE 1.4

AVERAGE CAPITAL INVESTHEI¡T PER FARII FIRll, i{ll}lIToBA, SELECTED YEARS

I nvestment

F
c)

Land and Buitdings

Hach. and Equipt.

L i vestock

1961

$%

16,492 62-0

6,384 24.0

3,721 14.0

TOTAL

sc{.JRcE:

1971

$%

39,396 67.0

11,760 20.0

7,614 13.0

Hanitoba Agricutture. 1990 yearbook

2ó,6ó0 100.0 58,800 100.0

$u
255,250 75.0

ó0,350 17.0

28,400 8.0

1986

$x
240,864 óó.0

83,380 22.0

42,860 12.0

355,000 100.0 3ó7,104 100_0 3ó5,1ó9 100.0

1 990

$%
243,000 67.0

8ó,450 21.0

35 ,719 9. 0



titl-e to the farm and its assets before retirement.s

The independence of the farm business and farm
household (including preferences of families)
creates a cycle where the guantity of capital
employed parallels the cycle of the farm family.e

Heady reported that capital investment, expressed as a

function of a farm operators âgê, could be described by a

guadratic function with a peak at about aqe 47 " Heady's study

showed that during the entry stage, when equities were lowest,

farm operators refrained from usÍng long term debt and

incurred debt for operating capitar. Long term debt was

j-ncreasingly incurred during the growth stage of the farm

firm. rt is interesting to note that as farm operators built
up eguity in their farm firrn they did not pursue their credit
capabilities to the linits of their eguity. rnstead, the farm

operators retired their debt and Ínvested Ín nonfarm assets to
secure income during retirement.l0 Entry-exit coordination
is complicated by this difference in goals possessed by the
farm parents approaching retírement and the young entrant.

One of the most freguently overlooked aspects of the

entry-growth-exit process is the desire of the farm parents to
reduce their debt and consol-idate the farm firm and the

counter desire of the entrant to expand to a size sufficient

E.O. Heady, Economj-cs of
Resource Use, (New York:

Ibid., p. 432.

rbid., p. 427.

9

10

Agricultural- Production and
Prentice HaII | 1-952) , p. 427.

11



to exploit further economies of scale and/or support an

additional family. Thís problem of entry-exit coordination

will be confrontJ-ng a third of the Manitoba farm operators in
the l-990 | s. Table 1-.5 reports that 33.4 percent of Manitobars

27,336 farm operators were 54 years of age and older. An

additional 44.4 percent of Manitoba farmers between the ages

of 34 and 54 will face the same retirement, problem j-n the next

half generation. Stated another way the 1-990ts will find 78

percent of Manitobats farm operators confronting or

considering the retirement process. These individuals will
have to decide how to use theÍr lifetime accumulation of

capital to build a retj-rement portfolio which will generate a

stable flow of income in amounts adeguate to meet their
changing needs over time which, in all probability, will be at

l-east as long as the farm operators life and his spouses's.

Concurrently these individuals need to plan for an orderly

transfer of the farm firm and other assets to the next

generation assurinq that the assets are distributed to the

intended heirs without dissolving the farm business or its
viability.

Time waits for no man (or woman) and it behooves farm

operators to plan for whatrs ahead, in particular, retirement

or disengaging from the farm firm. RRSP's are suggested, in
this study, as one of the ways farm operators can advance plan

for retirement.

L2



TABLE 1.5

l¡l.Jt{BER A}lD PROPORTIOH OF FARH OPER.ATmS By AGE .GRû.JPS, t{ttt¡tT(BA, SELECTED YEÁRS

Age of
Operator

numben

Under 35 7,297

35-54 22,993

over 54 13,01ó
|J
u¡

1961

1ó.9

53. 1

30.0

1971

IOTAL

number %

5,570 15.9

17,773 50.8

11,ó38 33.3
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1976

number %

ó,880 21.5

14,916 46.4

10,308 32.1

31 ,98',1 1 00. 0

1 981

nurber %

7,228 24.6

13,261 15.1

8,953 30.3

I 98ó

32,104 100.0 29,44? 100.0 27,33ó 100.0

nwnber %

6,069 22.2

12,137 14.4

9,130 33.4



A RRSP is a contract or trust arrangement entered into by

an individual with an eligible financial institution. rn
consideration of a payment or payments made by the individual,
the j-nstitution agrees to pay an income to the individuar upon

retirement. RRSPrs offer substantial long-term tax savings to
enable taxpayers to accumulate a substantial retirement fund

through their own ef forts and under thei-r own control-.

L.2. 7. PROBLEM SYNOPSIS

Given the trend in farm values, over time, it woul-d

appear that fewer and fewer young farmers will be able to meet

the equity reguirements in the future without some form of
financial assistance from the previous generation or from some

public source. The heavy debt load needed by the new entrant
into agriculture may reach such a scale that he or she is
unable to fully amortize the debt over the farm life cycle.
The inability of ne\Âr entrants to f inance the transfer of
ownership of viable farm firnrs threatens to shake the current
structure of Canadian primary agriculture.

There are two rnajor problems related to the
intergenerational transfer of family farm firms. The first
probrem rel-ates to the accumulation of nonLiquid assets in the
form of fixed capital. The second problem, intertwined with
the first, is the farm parents desire to develop a transfer
arranqement to an heir in order to assure the continuance of

L4



the farm firm. At the same tirne, hov/ever, the farm parents

wish to be paid for their accumulated capital to v¡hatever

extent they transfer it to the heir, provide an adequate

income for themselves during their retirement years, and to
provide income and capital for other children not involved in
the farm finn.

1" 3 PURPOSE AND OB.]ECTTVES

The basic hypotheses of this study are as follows:
1-. That a critical element in farm firm growth is the

relationships between internal (on-farn) investment,

external (off-farm) investment and farm familv
consumption.

2- That Registered Retirement savings plans (RRSp's) can

be a useful tool for interg,enerational farm fírm
transfers.

1.3" 1 SPECTFTC OB,]ECTMS

The specific objectives of this study are as follows:
1-. To develop a farm firm moder that can describe actual_

farm firm business relationships so that financial/
quantitative computations and projections can be

performed on disinvestment strategi-es in preparation
for retirement by farm parents.

15



2. To determine, in a static framework, the l_evel of
RRSP investrnent contributions which will permit the

development of a retirement portfolio and al_Iow for
continued growth of the farm firm during its entry
and growth stages.

3. To provide results that will_ be useful for planning

farm growth when a RRSp retirement portfol_io has a

prior claim to resources generated by the farm firm.

To examine the financial and risk
new entrant assuming the ownership

the farm firm.

dimensions of the

and management, of

16



Research and academic discussions on the growth process

are so prorific that time does not permit one to discuss them

as thoroughly as one would like to. There are, however,

several excellent firm growth review articles and publications
with extensive reference lists avaiIable.11 Several of
these artícles will be exploited in depth in the discussion of
this studyrs theoretical framework. The cotnmon line of
thought to all the articres is that rra fundamental issue in
studying farm firm growth is the interrelating of the short
run production theory, which involves some fixed resources,

and the long run investment theory which varies them.1z

rrwin paraphrases Bourding to say that rrthe wedding of these

two must necessarily recognize that the firm has a balance

sheet as well- as a production mechanis¡. rr13 sirnpry stated

CHå,PTER TI

PREVTOUS RESEARCII

aa Three articres and publications that merit attention are
as follows: C. B. Baker, et a1., Economic Growth of the
Agricultural Firm, r,Iashington state university Technical
Bulletin #86, February, 1977. A. N. Halter, "Models of
Firm Growth, rrJournal of Farm Economics, VoI . 4gt 1966,pp. 1503-151-0. G. D. Irwin, "A Cornparative Review of
some Firm Growth Models., ttAqricultural Economics Research,
Vol . 2O , l-968 , pp. 82-100 .

E. D. Irwin, t,A Comparative Review of Some Finn Growth
Models, rrAgfricultural Economics Research, Vol . ZOt Lg6g,p. 82.

Loc. cit.

T7
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the fundamental principle of growth is to obtain command of
the services of additional productive resources by paying a

price that is less than the return earned by the resources.

Thus, the process of growth involves securing funding to
purchase these resources, either from internal or externar

resources. Finally consumption 1evels, profitability of the

farm, price and yield variability, tax management and whatever

other variabl-es one wishes to name are actuallv the
constraints within which the process can operate.

noehljela describes the farm firm life cycle as

consisting of entry, growth and exit phases. The problem of
entry j-nto farming has received limited attention. The exit
phase of the farm firm has received attention in the form of
studies of retirement income and disinvestment strategies or
estate planning and transfer strategies.

Lee and Brakel5 provided a comprehensive approach for
retirement planning by employing capital budgeting to analyze

two alternatj-ves for retirement strategies: renting the l_and

for cash, or liguidating farm assets and investing in
securities. This pragmatic study considered capital losses in
the sale of the farm (from realtorrs fees and other fees),

tq

t)

Boeh1je, op. cit., pp. 23-37 
"

t{i. F- Lee and J. R. Brake, conversion of Farm Assets for
Retirement Purposes, Research Report #tZg, Uichigál
Agricultural Experiment Statistic, January, l--g7I:
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capital gains taxes, and other realities. The study included

a survey of relevant characteristics of the alternative
investments. This study did not consider the guestion of the

optimum tirne for retirement although it did consider rife
expectancy when comparing investment alternatives.

Boehlje and Eisgrube¡r=1ó study is one of the few

studies to relate both farm firm growth and successful

transfer of the farm firm to a succeeding generation. This

study deemed strategies to be successful if they resurted in
large present value of net worth transferred to an heir.
However, their model did not consider the effect of price and

yield variability on the probability of success of a given

growth and transfer p1an.

Brucker, Baker and Erj-cksonl7 sought to analyze the

investment problerns of retiring farmer-operators by building
a model which allocated investments among farm firm and non

farm fÍrm assets. The model allocated the investments in a

manner which maximized the ending estate subject to an annual

¡o M. D. Boehlje and L. M. Eisgruber, "strategies for the
Creation and Transfer of the Farm Estaten, American
Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol . 54, 1_972, pp.
46L-473.

M. H. Brucker, C. B. Baker, and D. E. Erickson, planning
Retirement from Farming: A Computer-Assisted Method
For Low-Income Farmers, Special publication #34,University of Ïllinois at Urbana-Champaign, College of
Agriculture, 1975.
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consumption reguirement. The moder did not propose the profit
maximizing strategies for retiring farm operators.

spencel8 proposed an al-ternative to the Brucker technigue

and tested a range of investment strategies using a stochastic
simulation model. spencers study concentrated on the

selection of investment strategies which would provide an

income for the retiring farm couple and facilitate the

transfer of the estate at its maximum varue to the next
generation. The study recognized that the problem !,/as

different from being simply the selection of tax management

strategies and more complex than the identification of profit
maxi-mizing strategies. The merits of tax sheltered or tax
deferred retirernent savings plans for the self-employed were

not considered. Tax was treated as an externality and tax-
issues v/ere not examined in the modeI.

spence states that in the American tax environment most
trfarm families can earn greater after tax returns by investing
surplus funds in the farm business than by establishing a tax
sheltered or tax deferred saving plan.tt1e rn the canadian tax

L. C. Spence, ,'An Analysis of fnvestment Strategies forRetiring Farmersrrr unpublished M.S. thesis, Oklahoma
State University, L976.

Spence, op. cit, p.86.
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environment, however, Tung and Rustzo report that the rate of
farm taxfil-ers participation j-n RRSps vras greater than that of
the non-farm group. They could not deternine whether RRSps or
other j-nvestment opportunities provided the greatest return to
investment. They did conctude that a high proportion of farm

operators participated in RRSps in order to provide future
farnily protection and some tax savings.

Goul-d and Laiken2r discuss the issue of whether

investing through an RRSP is always more beneficial than

investing without a shelter, by a detailed examination of a

variety of investment al-ternatives and nonfarm fi.rm financial
situations. The obj ective of the study T¡¡as to provì_de

generalized priority ranking for individual investors of
j-nvestments held inside or outside a RRSP shelter. The study

concluded that an investment program ernploying a RRSp wi11, in
most cases, result in higher after tax investment return than
an equivalent direct investment program. The advantage of the
RRSP investment program was found to exist for taxpayers at
al-1 income levers. Therefore, farm-operators whose projected
lifetine income patterns vary over a wide range of tax

20 F. L. Tung and R. S. Rust, ilFarmersr participation in
Registered Retirement Savings plansr, Canadian Farm
Economics, Vol. 13, December, Ig7B, p. 24.

L. f. Gould and S. N. Laiken, ilThe Effect of Income
Taxation on Investment priorities: The RRSpr'l
Canadian Tax Journal, vol. ZS, November-December,
1-977, pp. 658-676.
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brackets can benefit fron the relative advantage of the RRSp.

The studyrs authors concluded that trthis is generally true
even if contributions are made while the individual is in a

low tax bracket and retirement income is received some years

1ater"22 when the individual- is in a higher tax bracket.

Spencers study was designed prirnarily to aid farm-

operators, who had accumurated vírtualIy all their capital in
the farm firrn, in serecting investment strategies for their
retirement. The analysis reported here proposes an

alternative to spencers technique by examining investments,

sheltered in RRSPs, made annually throughout the farm-

operatorrs fanning career.

The central guestion, therefore, is whether the farm-

parentsr should place their earninqs in a RRSP directly or

outside a RRSP.

silver and Taube2s suggest that an investor should use

the RRSP shelter. They among others, present a sirnple

computation to iIl-ustrate the advantages of investing through

an RRSP. Their calculations show that capital invested

outside of an RRSP will grow to be less than one-guarter of

??

¿5

Ibid", p. 676.

S. Silver and S. Taube, rrTax Deferrals-Ir, Estate
Planning in Canada 1-97t-1"975t (Toronto: Canadian
Tax Foundations, 1-976, p. l_36.
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the amount grohln within a RRSP, ceteris paribus. After the

capital is withdrawn from the RRSp at age 65, paying the top

marginal tax rate, there is still nearly two-thirds more than

the amount to which the investments grew outside the RRSp.

Gould and Laihenz4 present the results of a more

extensive study that addresses the guestion of whether or not

investing through a RRSP is always better than investing
without a shelter. They tested a comprehensive array of
investment alternatives and financial positions. Their study

concluded that an investment program which makes use of a RRSp

shelter wiII, in most situations, result in a higher after-tax
investment return than the equivarent direct investment

program. Furthermore they concruded that taxpayers whose

projected lifetine income patterns fluctuate over a range of
tax brackets can benefit from a RRSP relative to an ecruivalent

direct investment program.

Baker and Thomassin25 reviewed some of the problems

associated with farm purchases and transfers. They suggested

a fundamental change was reguired in personal and business

attitudes regardíng farm purchases. The paper examined the
success of a farm purchase option versus a long-term leasing
option for a particular set of circumstances. Long-term

24

25

Gould and Laihen, op.

Baker and Thomassin,

cit., pp. 658-676.

op. cit, pp. 255-269.
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leasing r¡ras suggested as a way to provide a method for the

next generation to enter into farming. The reasing option was

found to reduce the financial pressure of entry as werl as the
cash flow risk.

24



Growth patterns are one of the most significant causes of
structural changes in the farrn sector, yet theories of growth

are ill defined for the farm firm.25 The intent of the
forlowing is to identify and discuss the theoreticar
considerations relatÍng to the growth of family farm finns
beginning with a brief analysis of growth, growth directions
and the growth process. The burk of the discussion sharr be

devoted to an examination of the farnily farm f irrn growth

process and conclude with a discussion of the farm firm
household rerationships. The remainder of the chapter wirl
discuss debt leveraging.

TEEORETICAIJ CONSIDERATIONS

CHä,PTER III

3"1 GROWTH

The term rrgrowth' is used in ordinary discourse with two

different connotations. ft sometimes denotes merely increase

in amount,' for example, the increase in output, sales, export,
etc. at other times, hor^/ever, it is used in its primary

meaning irnplying an increase in size or an improvement in

23 c.B. Baker, êt â1., Economic
firm, Technical Bulletin S86,
February, 1-977, p.1.
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quality as a result of a development.24

Ilhen the concept, of growth is being discussed ít is
important to explicitty define it. As pointed out by penrose,

growth may mean different things to different people and in
different situations. For the purpose of this study, growth

shall mean the increase in size of the farm firm. upon first
reading, this definition may appear overly simplistic. As

before, there is a semantic problem, for size too can mean

different things to different peopre. Renborg defines size as
rrsome measure of the total sum of arl means of production
which the firm commands.tt2s size can be measured either on

the input side as total costs or on the output side as the
value of total production if the means of production are being
optinally utilized.

rrThe growth process invorves a choice of growth

directions which amonq other things is a choice between

increases of various means of productie¡. rr2ó Renborg

conceptualizes the size of the firrn as a vector B, whose

elements are the amounts of each means of production measured

E. T. Penrose, The Theorv of the Growth
York), John I.Iiley and Sons Inc., l_959),

Ulf Renborg, rrGrowth of the Agricultural
and Theoriesrr, Review of Marketing and
Economics, Vo1. 38, June, I97O, p. SZ.

Ibid., p. 52.
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in technicar units. These technical units may be whatever one

specifies them as thus the farm size may be in as many

dimensions as there are elements in B. rf one or more of the
elements grows, ceteris paribus, then the farm finn realizes
a change j-n size. For example, if the elements --b3, b4 and

b5 have grown and --bL and bz have remained constant

then one can say the farm firm has grown. However, if there
is a decrease in b3 and b5 concurrent to an increase in b1, b2

and b4, it is not possible to tell if the farm as a whore has

grown or contracted without some conmon base of eval_uation.

rt is possibre to say that the farm f irm has g:rov/n and

contracted in specific dimensions. rf one wishes to estimate
the total size change then the farm firm vector B can be

multiplied by a cost or a value vector and compared agai_nst

the value obtained prior to the size change.

3 . 1. 1 GROTÍTIT DIRECTTONS

The el-ements of B are not the only growth directions of
the farm firrn. The growth directions of a farm firm may also
incrude the elements of a vector x.27 The elements of a

vector x indicate the production processes amongst which the
farm firm may choose.

27 Loc. cit.
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vector x is what penrose carrs the "productive
opportunities" of the firm, rwhich comprises alt of the
productive possibilities that its rrentrepreneursrt see and can

take advantage sfr.28 Thus the growth directions of a farm
firrn are the changing productive opportunities of the farm
firm. For exampre, the changing productive opportunities of
the cream producer may lead to the production of fluid milk
and ultirnately the processíng and distribution of bottted
milk. The grain producer may see productive opportunities in
the growing of grain for certified, registered or pedigreed.

seed for cleaning and then retaíIing. The potential for
productive opportunities in agricurture are linited only by

the irnagination of the individual producer.

3.t"2 cRowTH PROCESS

The farm firm growth process is a process in time where

the objectives of the farm operator and his family are
irnplemented in order to direct the farm f irrns growth
direction. The growth objectÍves indicate what is to be

achieved as well as when it is to be achieved. The farm-
operator, fully cognizant of his own strengths and weaknesses,

identifies potentiar growth directions that will resurt in
attainment of his predetermined objectives.

?8 Penroser op. cit., p. 31.
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The goals of the decision maker are assumed to ínfluence
the growth process. An increase in farm firm size, regardress

of how it is measured, is seldom an end in itself. Farm firm
growth j-s usually a manifestation of attaining the end

whatever the ultimate objective may be. The ultimate
objective may relate to personal goars, eguitable estate
transfer to heirs, or consumption revels and financial
security of the farm-operator and his famÍly. of course, in
some cases the growth of the farm firm can be a goal in
itserf. rf this is the case, the farm-operator may be

interested in the growth process in terms of the rate of
growth, ot in growth specified in absolute terms to be reached

during a specified or unspecj-fied time period. rt is,
however, more likery that growth is a subgoal, a process of
achieving a goal at a higher 1evel.

3.]..3 FAMILY FÀRU FIRM GROWTH

rn the entry stage of the farnily farm firm cycle (Figure
3.1) a farm-operator wourd reguire a minimum amount of
capital, oA, and size of a farm firm represented by the short-
run average cost curve, sAc1, in Figure 3.2 The unit cost of
production would be reduced for this size of farm firrn by

expanding output to the amount associated with point G, the
minimum point on sACl- with an inítial amount of net worth, oA,

it is expected that the farm-operator is able to save and
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obtain credit to purchase AB amount of capital to produce a
greater output. The additional investment changes the farm

firm size to sAC2 and reduces the averagie costs of production.

The farm-operator would operate at point r and lower his unit
cost by EF assuming increasing returns to size exists. The

sAc2 curve is assumed to be characteristic of the growth stage

of the farm firm cycle. The lower unit cost found in this
stage implies that it is more efficient than the initial
stage. Throughout the growth process the farm-operator is
able to choose, depending upon the availability of resources,

different levels of operation.

rnitially the farm-operator makes short-run plans for
farm firm expansion which ultimatery take hin into a long-run
growth plan. The long-run average cost (r,Ac) curve is a locus

of points indicating the minimum long run cost of producing

the output at different farrn firm sizes. To remain

competitive the farm-operator wirr determine the size of his
farm firm by reference to the r,AC curve and serect the short-
run síze sAC which yields the least unit cost of production.

The farm-operator would expand the size of his farm firm
toward a capital investment of oD. Although this size is
assumed to be the most economically efficient stage of
production, it may not be so in the farmer-operatorrs
perspective. During the latter part of the growth stage the
farm-operator may develop other objectives besides maximizing

30



profits if indeed that was his/her initial objective.

Given the physical and biological forces which determine

production possl-bilities and economic forces which determine

enterprise profitability, the farm-operator must decide how to
best allocate the resources under his contror in order to
attain the objectives of 'tthe farnily farm firm.rr often the
farm-operators basic aoal is to onn the entire amount of
capital comprising the farm firm.2e penrose states that
tfsmall businessmen frequently tend to identify themselves with
their firm and to view it as their lifers work, as a

constructive

EXIT

Retirement of
Farm Parents
fntergeneration
Transfer

J. C. Gilson, rrAgricultural Capital and Credit in
canada, !t unpublished manuscript, university of Manitoba,p. 6l-.
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creation to which they can point with pride and which they can

pass on j-n ful1 strength to their children. To this end they
often prefer to reinvest theír profits in the firm rather than

outside and to draw only rnoderately on profits for their
personal consurnption.tt30 penrose goes on to say that it is
reasonable to trassume that in general the financial and

investment decisions of firms are controlred by a desire to
increase total long run prof its. r¡31 Given that prof its are

a condition for successful growth and that profits are sought

Average Cost/
Unit of F

Production

Figure 3 " 2Relationship Between Average Cost of production
and Capital Output

30

31

Penrose, op. cit.
Ibid., p. 29.

' P. 13.
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to reinvest, in the firm rather than reimburse owners for the
use of their capital and their risk taking, 'then from the
point of view of investment poticy, growth and profits become

eguivalent as the criteria for the selection of investment
progranmes.rr32 If growth is synonymous with profits then the
rational farm-operator will make production decisions that are

conducive to maximizing profits. This is probabry the most

prausible reason for farm-operators owning such large capital
j-nvestments by the time they reach the exit stage in the
farnily farm firn cycle. During the growth process, as penrose

points out, farm-operators only draw upon moderate amounts of
profits (disposable incorne) for personar consumption.

Brake33 notes that income tax is the only other sígnificant
cash withdrawar with prior claim over investment.

consequentry, the consumption behaviour of the farm family, is
the major factor constraining the rate of famiry farm firm
growth.

The growth process of the farnily fann firm is depicted in
Figure 3.3.

The farm-operator receives his gross income as a result
of combining his capitar goods (1and, buirdings, eguipment,

32

33

Ibid., p. 30.

J. R. Brake, rrFirm Growth Mode1s often
Cash Withdrawalsrt, Àmerican Journal of
Economics, VoI. 50, 1968, pp. 769-722.
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etc.) with variable inputs (labour, seed, fertilizer, etc.) to
produce economic output (rivestock, livestock products and

fieldcrops) that is sold in the market place. A portion of
this income is used to pay for the input,s required in
generating the gross incorne. Another portion of this income

is used to pay income taxes. rf the farm firm has obtained

credit to purchase capital goods then the farm-operator would.

have to use a portion of the gross income for principal and

interest payments.

t

J,Depreciation4:- Capital Stock ------ Sal-e
I
Iv

fnternal Farm Investment

Principal
Payments

Employment Disposable ----à Family Goals

Production
netuå Above
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Costs

Figure 3.3 Family Farm Firm Growth process
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The dísposable income has to be allocated between family
consumption and reinvestment. one of the factors affecting
the reinvestment of disposable income in the family farm firm
is the consumption behaviour of the farm family. The

consumption and investment processes involved in the farm firm
are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

The curved line labelled c designates the quant,ity of
goods consumed at various levels of disposabre income.

Savings (or dissavings) is disposed income which

is indicated by the difference between the straight line and

the consumption curve. I{ith an income of oA a farmer has a
dissavings of HG. A farm-operator with a larger amount of
income, oB, has rK amount of savings to reinvest ín more

capital. The additional capital base v¡irl generate a larger
disposable income and greater savings.34

Past decisions and the farm firms current ability to
generate income determines the amount of capital that a farm-
operator has to operate with. The alrocation of disposabre
income between consumption and investment determines the rate
of capital accumulation.

Gilson, op. cit., p. 65.
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Consumption

Figure 3.4!

J. M. Keynes in his text the General Theorv of Employment,

rnterest and Monev introduced the concept of the consumption

function.35 Keynes stated that the amount spent on

consumption is a function of rear income. The relationship
between total disposable income and total consumption

Disposablef ncorne

Consunption and Savings at Various Income
IreVelS

35 J. M. Keynes, The General Theorv of
and Money, (London: MacMillan and
4L.

36
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expenditure $¡as expLained by the concept of average propensity

to consume (APC) . Usually the APC ratio is l-ess than one

(unity) indicating that people do not spend alr their current
income on current consumption thus leaving a portion of income

to savings. A second and complementary concept introduced by

Keynes was the marginal propensity to consume (Mpc) which

explains the change in consumption as a result of a change in
income. Keynes stated that rr... as income increases people

tend to spend a decreasing percentage of income or conversely

tend to save an increasing percentage of income. rr3ó The

change in the leveI of savings per unit change in the level of
net disposable íncorne is called the rnarginal propensity to
save (MPS ) .

MPC+MPS:1"

Mathematically, thus if one knows the val-ue for either the Mpc

or the MPS then one can determi_ne the other.

rn addition to the size of the disposable income there is
several other factors influencing consumption. Farniry size
and the previous years consumption are thought to j-nfruence

consumption. As the family size increases so must the

consumption reguirements in order to maintain the consumption

lever the family has enjoyed prior to the increase. once a

family has reached a consumption pattern they enjoy they wilt
try to maintain that standard, for anything ress, wourd be

Loc., cit.
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substandard. Thus, the previous years consumption behaviour

will dictate the rninimurn standard of living for the current
year.

Another factor assumed to influence consumption behaviour

is wealth. Other things being egualr ân j-ndividual with a

large accumulated weaLth will tend to spend a larger fraction
of his income on consumption than would some l-ess wealthy

person.37 The largest problem confronting the young entrant

in the early stage of the farm fírm cycle, is how to get

started on an economic size of farm firm business with only a

small amount of capital, i.e., wealth. Conseguently, in the

first stage of the farm firm, the new entrant has to allocate
more income for reinvestment in the farm firm. As tirne passes

by the entrant is able to accumulate capital thus the

reguirements for reinvestment decrease, and more income can be

allocated for consumption expenditure.

Present financial liabilities also affect the current

l-evel of consumption. The outside opportunities to borrow

decrease as the present liabilities increase which relates to
the farm firn net-worth. The greater the farm firm networth

the greater the collateral that can be used against an

s7 T. F. Dernburg and D.
Measurement, Analvsis
Activity, (New York:
p. 1,1,2.

M. McGougall, Macroeconomics--The
and Control of Aqqregate Economic
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1972) ,
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additional 1oan. The

over time provides it
outside funds.

3.2 I,IFE-CYCI,E HYPOTHESIS

The life-cycIe hypothesis is a post-Keynes development

that is freguently used to explain individual consumption

patterns.ss The hypothesis forms a coherent whole theory

that provides an understanding of the forces at p1ay, in
economic terms, in the relationship between savings and

retj-rement. Ando and Modigliani3e tendered this hypothesis

of what happens over an individuals lifetime based on an

extensive study of cross-section data of the relationship
between income, savings and consurnption.

increasing net-worth of the farm firm
greater opportunities for borrowing

The life-cyc1e hypothesis has significant implícations

for the savings rates of the three stages of the farm firm
cyc1e. The farm firm cycle is generally characterized by

dissaving in the entry and early growth stages and savingr

See for example, J. Cawdery and R. Prefontaine,
The Recent Behaviour of the Personal Savings Rate
in Canadarr, Department of Finance, April l-980, and
J.P. Aubry and D. Fleurent, Simulation Analysis of
a Model Based on the Life-Cvcle Hvpothesis, Technical
Report #18, Bank of Canada, February l-980.

A. Ando and F. Modigliani, rrThe "Life-Cyclerr Hypothesis
of Saving: Aggregate duplications and Testsrr, American
Economic Review, VoI. 53, March L963, pp. 55-84.
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during the growth and exit stages.

characteristic of the post exit stage. changing management

abilities and priorities duríng the farm firms life cycle

creates fluctuations in its savings patterns. Figure 3.5,

illustrating the hypothesis in a farm finn context,
demonstrates that a farm firm will typicalry earn less and

spend more income than it earns during the entry stage.

The area between the consurnption líne, c, and the income line,
r, indicates dissaving or positive saving. During the growth

stage the income curve increases to a point in excess of the
consumption line and levels off in the exit stage. At the

conclusion of the exit stage the income from employment stops

abruptly.

Dissaving is

The farm firrn will dissave for a period of time in the
growth stage to pay off debt incurred during the entry stage.

rt will begin to accumulate assets at an increasing rate
during this period in the form of eguity in the farm firrn and

off-farm investments. savings are positive from some point in
the growth stage to the conclusion of the exit stage. The

retirernent stager like the entry stage, is a period of
di-ssaving.
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Income
Consumptíon
and
Savings

Figure 3.53 Life-Cycle Elpothesis
3.3 FARM FTRU HOUSEHOI,D TÌwIERREIJATIONSHIPS

Headyao in i.gsz provided a theoreticar anarysis of the

relationship between farnily farm firm growth and consumption

behaviour of the household. Headyrs analysis offers a good

explanation of the selection process the farm firm-household

has to contend with. The anarysis employs indifference curves

and production possibility functions to determine the optimum

allocatj-on of incorne between consumption and investment.

Ent ry Growth Exi t

Heady states that the farm firm and the household come

into conflict primarily over the portions of annual disposable

40 Heady ¡ op . cit. , pp. 4i,7 -424 .
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income to be allocat,ed between current consumption and

reinvestment in the farm firm as a basis for later income and

consumption.

The farn family's desire for the utility of the
discounted future returns from investment of current savings

gains the satísfaction of current income spent on consurnption

wilt determine the allocation of income between capital
accumulation and consumption. Time indifference curves as

shown i-n Figure 2.6 depict the alternatives avail_able to the
farm household. These curves are probably a fair hypothesis

of the way Ín which consumption goods of one tine period

substitute for those of another when income is at various
levels, f1, 12 and 13.

The slope for each curve indicates the tirne preference

and the amount of consumption foregone in a period to save for
future capital accumulation. The indifference curve, Tl_rl_,

indicates a low income or consumption lever for the curve.

The curve is reratively frat suggestj-ng that the farm fanily
places a high value on present consumption, i.e., the Apc is
quite highr âs compared to future capital accumulation or
savings. To substitute for current sacrifices in consumption

under curve T1r1 a large amount of future income is necessary

to convince the farm farnily to do so. As one moves from Tl_rl_

to higher income or consumption possibilities as sugigested by
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curves T2I2, T3I3 and T4T4 the slope of the indifference
curves j-ncrease, indicating that, the farm family places l-ess

value on current as compared to future income and consumption.

rn other words the MPS is guite high. The time indifference
curves are drawn convex to the origin rather than linear to
indicate that the farm farnily places a different discount or
premiurn on each increment of savings.

In Figure 3.6, if a farm family consumes OCi_ in period

one they will purchase oKl- amount of capital in period tv¡o.

If they should, however, only consume OC2 in period one and

the net return is non-negative than oK2 will be i-nvested in
capital in period two.

Current
Consumption

Figure 3.63 Time-Indifference Curves

Future Capital Accumulation (Savings)
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Current
Consumptl-on

Figure 3.72 Tine production -- possibilÍty Curve

rn order to generate future income for investrnent and

consumption it is inperative that the farm-operator have well
pranned and realistic objectives. To coin a colloguial
concept, a farm-operator must have a rblueprintil for farm finn
growth. The time-production possibility curve, shown in
Figure 3.7 , is a form of trblueprintr,

Capital Accumulation (Savings)

To receive a higher income in period two the fann farnily
will invest in productive capital goods to generate an

economic return. Each time-production possibility curve, Lr,
L2 and L3, indicates one production possibirity to generate

income for current consumption and a level_ of capital
investment for the following period. Àware of his current
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resources and available levels of technology the farm-operator
must decide on the l-evel of investment to undertake to produce

future income.

Figure 3.8, which is a cornbínatíon of Figures 3 .6 and

3.7, illustrates the farm familyrs optimum choice for the
allocation of production between consumption and capital
accumulation at different income possibility levers.

At the rowest lever of income rl-, almost al_r the current
income may be consumed as indicated by point A. At the
highest 1evel of income, indicated by c, savings account for
a greater portíon of current income indicating a higher Mps

rather than to consume. This tendency for a declining
propensity to consume with increasing income IeveIs was borne

out in an rov/a farm survey conducted by Heady in j_950.41

The optinrurn growth path over tirne for the given
indifference curves and available production possibilities for
the farm finn is indicated by line oK in Figure 3.8. To

achieve the optimum growth path reguires an efficient
allocation of resources to produce the maximum income possible
in concert with an i-ntelligent growth strategy to allocate the
income properly. A welr planned growth strategy is essential-
for the decisions

41 rbid., p. Azs.
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Current
Consumption

Figure 3.8: optinum path of capitar Accurnulation

made in period one affect the alternatives avaj_lable, thus the
decisions to be made, in period two. Therefore to achieve the
capital investment necessary to reach the minimum point on the
long-run averag'e cost curve in Figure 3 . g, the farnily farm
f irrn needs:

l-. a well planned and realistic [blueprin¡il for
growth, and

2 - manageriar abirities capable to implement the
rrblueprint't to its full-est potential_.

Capital Accumul-ation (Savings)
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3.4 DEBT LEVERÀGING

Farm operators are called upon to make many decisions

regarding the financial structure of their farm firn over the

course of the family farm finn cycle.

One of the key decisions to be made is the proportion of
debt and eguity to use in financing the farm firrn's
operations. rrThe concept of leverage is encountered whenever

use is rnade of funds entailing fixed costs (e.g. debt with
fixed interest charges) and these funds are then employed in
operations generating variable amounts of reven¡¡s. il42

During the 1-971ts, many farmers borrowed money during
times of relativery low interest rates and retatively high
inflation rates. Baker et ar notes that the real interest
(nominal rate less the rate of inflation) was actuarly
negative during part of this period.a3 Those farm firrns
borrowing money during this tirne period v/ere able to gror¡/

faster than those farm firms not borrowing money to grohr.

This concept of debt leveraging is best illustrated with a

numerical example.

42 P. Luszti-g and
Setting,2nd
p. 393 .

Baker et a1.,

B. Schwab. Managerial Finance in a Canadian
Edition, (Toronto: Butterworths I Ig77).

op cit., pg. 26.
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consider for instance a farm fírm reguiring an investment
of $5or0oo. lvith taxes at 50 percent, the investment can

either be f inanced entirely through or¡¡ners r eguity or it can

be financed by drawing on a g25,ooo loan at 10 percent
interest and having an eguity investment of g25,ooo, on1y.

The starting juncture of analysis wirr be net operating
revenues before interest and taxes so that tax shield
distortions do not cloud the issue. Assurning expected
earni-ngs before interest and taxes for the first year
following the investment of gl_o,ooo the financial results for
the two al-ternatives are as depicted in Tab1e 3 . l_.
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DEBT LEVERÀGTNG WITE STATTC EÃRNTNGS

Earnings before
Interest and Taxes

ïnterest

Taxable Earnings

Tax Payable

TABIJE 3.1

ALL EOUITY

Earnings Available
to Farm finn

sL0, oo0

Percentage Return
on Eguity Investment S 5,000

$50,000 = L0å

sOU DEBT (25,000 AT 1,OZ
TNTEREST

s1-0, oo0

5, 000

The use of debt leveraging, as demonstrated in Table 3.I,
has increased the expected return on eguity from 10 percent to
15 percent. rf the farm operator can raise funds through debt

at an after tax interest cost of 5 percent, âs in Table 3.1,

and is able to invest these funds to yield a return which is
above the cost, the difference, if any, accrues to hirn.

$ 5, ooo

$t_0, 000

2 ,5OO

s 7,5OO

3,750

The problem associated with debt leveraging, however, is
increased expected gains come at the expense of increased

risk. rn the same fashion that eguity gains are magnified

with favourabre operating results, so are rosses to eguity
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with operating resurts that have fallen short of projections.

Farm operators assuming debt in the I97O 's when commodity

prices were high \¡rere subject to a financial shock in the

l-980's when the cornmodity prices r{rere no higher, in current
dollars, matched against higher input costs. pursuing the

above exampre in Table 3.L the consequences of revenue

fluctuations can be demonstrated. Assume the estimated

earnings, before interest and taxes of $I_OTOOO could be as

high as $tsr000 or as low as $2r5oo. The consequences of such

fluctuations are demonstrated ín Table 3.2.
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Earnings before
fnterest and
Taxes

Interest

DEBT

TABLE 3.2

LEVERÀGTNG WITff DYNÀ}IIC EARNINGS

Taxable Earnings $1-5,000

Tax Payable 7 .SOO

ALL EOUTTY

Earnings Available
to Farm Finn $7,SOO

$1-5, 000 $z , soo

Percentage Return
on Eguity
fnvestment

5OZ DEBT

$2,500

L,25O

As demonstrated in Table 3.2 variations in operating

revenues will cause variations in eguity returns which are

amplified through debt leveraging. variations in operating

revenues are an inherent characteristic of agricultural
production. These variations are referred to as the cash flow
risk of the farm firrn.

$L5, 000

2 ,5OO

s75,000 s t. zso
50, 000 50,000

: I5Z : 2.52

$t_,250

$12,500

6,25O

$2, 5oo

2,5OO

$6,250

$o
0

Ashmead notes that the rate of debt financing in the

1970 rs was unprecedented in the history of canadian

s 6.250
$25, oo0

= 252

$25, 000

=OZ
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agriculture.44 This activity vras a result of low real
interest costs vis-a-vis high infration rates and commodity

prices. Farm operators in the l-97Ots were basing their
financing decisions trbased primarily on inflationary
considerations and on balance sheet criteria such as debt-to-
asset and eguity ratios.rr45 Balance sheet risk is determined

by the analysis of the farm firm net, worth or net asset

position. conventional wisdom suggests that the greater the

l-evel of equity in the farm f irm the lower the leve] of
balance sheet risk. As Baker et aL point out, balance sheet

risk does not address the problem of cash flow rj-sk.aó This

concept was demonstrated during the l-9g0rs r¿hen farmers with
eguity levels thought to be secure r^rere required to
renegotiate mortgages at high interest rates and their farms

subseguentty failed due to reduced cash flows.

3.5 SU¡4I.Í.ARY

I'Revi-ewing the developrnent of firm growth research helps

to trace the interactions between perceptions of emerging real_

world problems, the development and applications of theory for
properly conceptualizing problems, and the development of

44 R. Ashmead, rrEmerging Roles in Financing Agriculturerrr
Canadian Journal of AgrÍcultural Economics., VoI. 34,
L987, p. l7O.

15 Ashmeadr op. cit. , p. J,70.

46 Baker et. â1, op. cit., p. 2s6.
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appropriate tools for guantitatively rnodellíng the firmrs
decision environment, specifying its decision process and

testing optionar growth strategiss. rr47 Reviewing the farm

firm growth process reguires more than an analysis of the
expected profit levels of adding resources to the farm firm.
The development of the aforementioned factors have been

applied, in this study, to the problem of intergenerational
farm transfers.

17 c. B. Baker, et. al", op. cit., p. i_5.
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The primary purpose of the analytical model is to analyze

RRSP investments in a static farm firn environment. The model

is designed to determine the profitability, liquidity, risk
and the likelihood of dirninished farm firrn growth for
alternative RRSP investment decisions vis-a-vis the historic
farm firm which serves as the benchmark. The benchmark

embodies the actual production, marketing and financial
decisions of the farm-operator thus the conseçfuences of
alternative RRSP investrnent decisions may be measured by

direct comparison to the benchmark. positive and/or negative

deviations from the benchmark provide an indication of the
merits of a specific RRSP investment program decision.

THE FARI.T FIR¡.Í RRSP I¡ISESTUENT T{ODEIJ

CEAPTER IV

4.T SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The research in this study rras applied to a viabl_e

family farm firm located in south central Manitoba. The case-

study farm firm was selected for analysis because of the

availability of detailed data, from the farm firms record.s,

mai-ntaj-ned by the farm operator from January rgsT to December

1'982. These data consist of quantitative information
concerning' capital investment, household expenditures,

resource use and production. consistent data were available
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for each year from 1-957 to 1-982 tracing the farn firn through

the first two stages of the farm firm cycre into the exit
stage.

The historic data provide a basis for projecting the
farms viability during the t-983-i-990 time period when the new

entrant assumes ownership and management of the farm firm.
The years 1983-l-990 inclusive, witnessed some of the best,
worst and average crops in the history of Manitoba

agriculture. Three of the years, 1983, rgg4 and l-985, proved

to be record breaking years for operating expenses. rn

absolute dol-Iars, total l-993 farm operating and depreciation
expenses were the fourth highest on record. rn nominal

dollars, total L984 operating and depreciation expenses were

the second highest on record, eclipsed only by t_985's

operating and depreciation expenses. The major expense items

were interest costs, fuel, fertilizers, feed and pesticides.
crearly, the years under study would be sufficient to
challenge the merit and mettre of any intergenerational_

transfer scheme.

No attempt is made to make this farm firm a benchmark or
representative situation for the farm firms within its croþ

district or Manitoba in g'eneral. one may argue that a

representative-type synthesized farm firrn would provide a more

realistic anarysis on the basis that sj-mulated results are in
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effect compared to an averag'e of actuar results rather than

one observed set of results. The counter argument, favoured

by this research, possesses merit as weIl. The choice of only
one existing farm firm as a case-study firm was made for the
following reasons:

1. The use of existing farm finn unít that is actually
operating rather than a hypothetical farm finn
precludes the possibility of situations occurring
that would not be found on an operating farm unj_t.

The farrn firm selected has a large capitar investment

in farms assets. The large capital base presents the

initial barrier to entry for the farm heir entering
agriculture. The farm fanily is composed of the

farm parents and four children, one of whom is
planning to take over the farnily farm firm.
The farm-operator has been a member of a loca1

District Farm Business Association since its
inception, therefore consistent farm records are

available.

2.

3.
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4.2. MODEIJ DESCRIPTION

This chapter outlines the basic structure of the model

based on the farm growth framework developed in the previous

chapter.

The rnteractive Financial planning system (rFps) was the
computerized simulation system used in this study. rFps j-s a
specific English-like rnodelling language used to specify the
relationships that constitute this studyts modeI. rFps is a

product of EXECUCOM systems corporation, Austín, Texis. This

system, rike many other managerial toors, is oriented around

a spreadsheet. ÏFPS is non procedural, for example, rather
than starting the modelling with the detail, one can start at
the top, building the model down from the very general (a

definition of internal fann investment) to the specific detail
of cost el_ements.

Figure 4.L illustrates the basic structure of the model.

The rerationships depicted in Figure 4.1- are programmed into
an interactive computer model (Appendix À). This model does

not solve for the optirnal RRSP investment scenario.
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FTGURE 4"L FAR¡I{ FIRM GROWTII FRjA!,IEIÍoRK

section r of the model summarizes the farm operating

receipts by year, folì-owed by a sunmary of operating expenses.

A summary of all capital transactions is l-isted in section rr,
indicating capital sales and capital expenditures.

Credit¿-

FamiJ-y Goa1s
(Consumption)

+
RRSP

fnvestment
Program

section rrr covers all the non farm firn business

transactions. rncruded in this section are receipts such as

off-farm employment income, investment income and loans
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received to make RRSP deposits. The expense side of the non

farm firm business transactions includes items such as income

tax, household expenditures, personal expenditures, life
insurance, personal portion of the farm automobile, RRSp

deposits, RRSP loan payments and other off-farm investments.

All principle payments on farm firm debt, excluding debt

incurred for RRSP investments, are recorded in Section fV of
the rnodel.

The core of the model is found in Section V which

presents the RRSP investment program. The annual RRSP

contribution extracted from the farm surplus is accomplished

in one of three \Ä/ays. The f irst method is based on the

individuals eligible contribution limit for the year as

specified by the fncome Tax Àct.ó0 The contribution linit
for an individuar is the lesser of a specified dolrar amount

or a percentage of earned income. Table 4.1_ displays the

allowable contribution lirnits for the tine period under

examination, 1957-I982.

RRSPs were selected as the investment rnedia for the

purposes of this study because of their tax shelter features
and because they are composed of professionally managed,

óo rncome Tax Act, section 146.
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diversifíed j-nvestment portfolios.ó1 There is a vast array

of different investment progranmes availabte for RRSPs. The

more cornmon funds include eguity funds, mortgage funds, fixed
income funds and, guaranteed funds. Each fund has different
risks associated with the preservatíon of capital and return.
The large number of funds available and the egually large

number of institutions offering RRSPs gives the farm parents

the opportunity to compare the risks associated with the

preservation of capital and return. Fínally, RRSps were

selected as the investment media for this study because they

do not require extensive analysis prior to purchase and close

supervision thereafter as would an eguivalent direct
investment program.ó2

A RRSP contribution was made if the farm firm's surplus

\Àras g:reater than or egual to $roo.00 as of December 3l- of the
year. The operating assumption for all of the RRSP options is

Òl The read.er
discussion

The reader
discussion

should refer to Appendix B for
on portfolio selection theory.

should refer to Appendix C for
on applied portfolio selection
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TÀBLE 4.L

RRSP Contribution Linits

Years

L957 -1,964

Pension PIan
Members

L965-1,97I

$r-5oo

L972-1,975

Others

1,97 6-1,982

$r.5oo

$2500

$2500

Comments

$2s00

Source: W.G. Leonard, Canadian Income
Businessmen and Accountants, (Don Mills:
Lirnited, 7979) p. I7O.

Not to
exceed IOZ
of earned
income

Not to
exceed 20å
of earned
income

Not to
exceed 20?
of earned
income

Not to
exceed 2OZ
of earned
income

s3500 $ssoo

$4000

Tax for
CCH Canadian
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that $20.00, 20 percent of $1-00.00, is the minimum amount that
can be contributed into an RRSP fund. An additional
assumption made is that there is no administrative costs in
opening or maintaining a RRSP fund.ó3

The second method reguires a fixed claim to the farm

firm's surplus. The annual claim is the maximum eligible
dolIar contribution as exhibited in Table 4.t. This method of
contributíon is not a valid contribution method under the

fncome Tax Act. This method T¡/as examined, however, i_n order

to determine the effect it would have on the farm fir¡n over

the study period. It was examined to determine if there is
farm policy inplications for retiring farm operators.

If the farm firmrs surplus was less than the first
contribution amount a loan was made for the difference between

the surplus and the reguired contribution amount plus an

additional $100. The additional $l-oo l¡as acç[uired so that the

farm firm would have cash on hand. RRsp loans were amortized

over a 5 year period at an interest rate reflecting the farm

firmrs cost of capital. RRSP loan receipts, contributions and

Ioan payments appear in Section fII of the mode1.

63 Many mutual funds have acguisition fees of up to g7Z of
the amount invested. The fees usually operate on a
sliding scale, the more one invests the less that is
charged. They are often negotiable with the occasional
fund having no acguisition fee but a charge on redemption.
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The RRSP investments employed in the model include 2

growth funds, 3 eguity funds and 3 fixed income funds. The

funds were seLected for their continuity over the study

period. There was no attempt to optimize the allocation of
contributions among the various funds for any given year. fn

order to optimize RRSP contributions one must specify an

objectÍve function. The classic objective function in
economics is utility. Spencee points out that in real world

planníng sítuations there is an inabílity to measure an

individual-s utility function. This inability requires one to
make some naive assumptions about the nature of an individuals
utility function. one assumption regarding utility is that by

maximizing income or eguity one is maximizing utility. rrfn

models of firm growth and allocation of resources among

competing enterprises in commercial agriculture this
assumption has served the profession quite r¡¡e1l; yet in
planning for the management of resources in retirement... the

assumption of profit maxirnizing behaviour becomes increasingfy
unrealistic.tt65 Brucker, Baker and Ericksonts modified Fisher

type analysis was found to be lacking in its ability to
account for differences in risk and variability of returns

amonq al-ternative investments.6 Their approach, predicted

64

65

Spence, op. cit., p. 15.

Loc" cit.

Irving Fisher pioneered the theory of optinal all-ocations
of investments among physical capital market securities
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on the assumption of profit maximizing behaviour, was not able

to evaluate the economic consequences of strategies which were

not profit maximizing. Rather than making a single analysis

to define the optirnal investment the procedure used in this
model focuses on evaluating the outcome of selected RRSP

investments and their effects on the farm firm.

4.2.2. Financial Ànalvsis

Growth patterns are the major source of structural
changes in the farm firm. Changes in the farm firmrs
financial structure are of interest in their own right. These

changes flag aggregate welfare effects with farm firrn
management relevance.

To facilitate the analysis of the farm firm two financial-

management tools are employedi a statement of financial
positions and a statement of net income. These two statements

are used to indicate the farm firmrs growth and to highlight
the basic changes that occur over time.

and cash given the current and future needs and desires of
an individual to consume wealth. Físher's analysis
centered on the rates of return to alternative
investments as depicted on an opportunity locus. The
drawback to using this approach in analyzing investments
is the difficulty in quantifying and measuring utility.
Brucher et aI. used an arbitrary level of current
consumptj-on to avoid the measurement of utility. However,
this modification of the Fisher type analysis ignores the
element of risk.
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4.2.3 Ratio Ànalvsis

The information conveyed by financial statements is of

marginal value except for obtaining a broad and general

overview of the farm firm. The numbers within the financial-

statements become more rneaningful when used in a relationship
with other fÍnancial statement numbers. Relationships between

different accounts in the financial statements can be

expressed in the form of ratios. Ratios are useful tools of
financial statement analysis because they conveniently

summarj-ze data in a form that is more easily understood,

interpreted and compared. Ratios perrnit contrasts to be made

over tine to discern trends in a farm firmrs development and

growth.

Ratio analysis represents one of the more basic

approaches to financial analysis. This statement is borne out

by the fact there is an almost complete absence of underlying

theory. The liguidity, solvency and profitability ratios used

in this study are briefly discussed.

Liguidity ratios, in general, highlight the farm firrns

short term abil-ity to meet financial obligations. The Current

Ratio, â liguidity ratio, indicates whether current assets are

adequate to meet current indebtedness. Simply stated, this
ratio reflects the relationship between rrnear cashrr on the one
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side and obligations which are currently maturing on the

other.

The rntermediate Ratio measures the ratio of interrnediate

term debts to intermediate assets. rntermediate term debts

are identified as those debts used to finance depreciable

assets whose economic life is less than 10 years.

The current plus rntermediate Ratio is a usefur ratio for
farm firms. This ratio combines the current and intermediate

assets and l-iabilities in a way that, provides information on

loan securj-ty. rt indícates whether the assets are sufficient
to meet the current and interrnediate indebtedness.

solvency ratios deal with the farm firmts ability to meet

long run craims on the farm f irrn assets. An irnportant

solvency ratio used almost universally is the ratio of total
debt to equity; the leverage ratio. This ratío measures the
farm firnts totar obligations to creditors as a percent of the

capital provided by the farm operators.

The heart of farm firm growth is the acguisition and

control of resources that generate returns in excess of their
cost and thus add to the value of the farm firrn. As noted in
Figure 4.1 reinvested savings also add to weal-th and increase

future income generating capacÍty. The farm operator is
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concerned with acguiring capítal to finance growth at low cost

with due regard to liguidity and risk. The farm firmts
liabilities are broadly comprised of debt and eguity claims on

its capital assets. A farm firm, in theory, desires the

combination of debt and eguity, âs reflected by the

aforementioned leverage ratio, that minimizes its average cost

of capital. Farm firms, traditionatly, have relied on credit,
retained earnings and leasing to finance growth.

fn this study the identification of key growth variables, that
express the farm firrns rate of growth of equity, vrere taken

from balance sheet and income statement accounting

information. The growth rate of the farm firm is deterrnined

by the annual- percentage in eguity. ft follows, then, that
growth rates can be adjusted by changes in rates of return,
costs of debt capital, rates of consumption and taxation.

Varj-ous types of profit ratios have been developed to
measure profitability. Through the use of these ratios the

analyst attempts to gain insights into the managerial

efficiency and operations of the farm firm. The Rate of
Return on Assets and the Rate of Eguity ratios are used as

overall indexes of profitability.

Comparing the simulated farm firmts performance and

financial position with the benchmark indicate the merits of
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the RRSP investment,s as postulated in this study. The

benchmark acts as the relevant norm from which to measure

deviations in the liquidity, solvency and profitability
ratios.

4.2. 4 Tax Considerations

The RRSP funds, which comprise the farm parents

contributions as well as the income accumulated on these

funds, are only taxable when they are withdrawn from the p1an.

Although the tax liability rnust be faced in the future it is
important to be aware of the advantages of postponing the tax

liability. One of the principal advantages of a RRSP

investment is that the farm parents can invest funds which

otherwise would have formed the current tax liability"
These funds can be employed to earn additional amounts which

may be used as a source of retirement income and as a source

of funds to pay the tax liability on any withdrawn RRSP

proceeds.

The tax saving,s for the RRSP investment programs are

calculated by determining the tax payable before and after an

RRSP investment for each year there is taxable income. The

di-fference between the before and after RRSP investment is the

tax rebate or savings through registration.
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4.3. POST RETIRE}ÍENT OP1TIONS

The standard of living of the retired farm couple is
determined by many factors. The factors that determine the

standard of living in retirement are linked with the

characteristics of the farm parents and their working life
during the first two stages of the farm life cycle. Other

factors, however, such as Èhe rate of inflation, are tied to
the Canadj-an economic and legal environment.

Financial security at retirernent will be of great concern

for the farm parents. Financial security to thern wi1l be

having suffi-cient after-tax income flowing into their
household each month to pay for the goods and services they

consume.

There are many different options available to the farm

parents at retirement. This study examines 4 options that
perrnit the retiring farm couple to continue investing into
their RRSP fund until age 70.67 Because the children are

grown up this will be a period of time when personal tax
exemptions are minimal. The farm parents in order to maximize

their after tax income will deposit the reqal- maximum

67 The four options were based on the options
developed by J.C. Gilson, L.B. Baker and J. AIty,rrFinancing Farm Transfers During the Decade of
the 1980rsrr. Winnipeg: Irlestern Farm Management
Extension Cornmittee Meeting, Oct. L6-i-7, 1980.
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contribution into theír RRSP fund.

The practice in computíng the 4 hypothetical retirement
options r^ras to operate with a st,andard set of assumptions.

The individual options v/ere then augmented by additional
option specific assumptions. The general operating

assumptions may be summarized as follows:

1. that the retiring parents are both age 55 and both

expect to live until age 85.

2. that the parents have four children; one child will
take over the farm; the other three children have

careers in non-farrn occupations.

3. that the parents would like to continue contributing
into their RRSP fund until age 70.

4. that the farm parents wiII use their liguid assets,

excluding the RRSP fund, to maintain their current
standard of living should it diminish during the
post-exit stage.

Four options with respect to the allocation of the farm

parents estate will be examined of which:

1. one part of the farm estate wi1l be used to provide

retirement income for the farm parents.

2. one part will- be distributed to the farm-heir.
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3. the remaíning part, if âDy, will be distributed to
the three non-farm heirs.

4.3.1- Option e

Under option A the following specific assumptions are

made:

l-. that the farrn parents desire the equivalent of an

annuity yielding a fixed annual income of g27,5OO.OO

so that they may make a maximum RRSp contribution
annua1ly.

' 2. that the farm parents will sell to the farm heir the

inventory, machinery, equipment and land at a

bookvalue of $393,938.

3. Under Option A the non farm heirs will receive no

contributions from the farm estate.

4.3.2 Option B

Under Option B the following specific assumptions are

made:

1. that the farm parents desire the equivalent, of an

annuity yielding a fixed annual income of gi_5roOO"Oo.

2. that the farm parents will seIl to the farm heir the

J-nventory, machinery and eguipment at a bookvalue of
êr'r o tro?
YaLJ I rr t .
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3. that the farm parents will gift the farm land to the

farm heir at their retirement.

4. that the non-farm heirs will receive no contribution
from the farm estate.

4.3.3 option C

Under option C the following specific assumptions are

made:

1-. The farm parents would receive an annuity paying

Ç27,500.00 per year for t_5 years.

2- that the farm parents will sell to the farm heir the

inventory, machinery, eguipment and land at a book

value of $393,839.

3. the farm parents will distribute to the 3 non-farm

heirs the proceeds from the sale of the inventory,
machinery and eguipment.

4 .3 .4 Option D

The specific assumptions for Option D are as

foll-ows:

1" the farm parents would receive an annuity paying

ç27,5OO.00 per year for 15 years.

2. the three non-farm heirs wouLd receive their recrual

sharesrr as prescribed:
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a) I/2 of each of their shares at the retirement of

the farm parents.

the remaining L/2 of each of their shares when

the farm parents reach age 80.

b)

3. the farm heir would receive his share at the time of
the farm parents retirement.

4 .4 FINANCIAL RISK ANAIJYSIS OF NETI EIüTRANT

A critical component of the study reviews the transition
process of the new entrant. The financial risk of the farm

retirernent options are examined in terms of their impact on

the farm firm¡s ongoing viability" The Lotus i,-2-3

spreadsheet computer modelling system was employed to
determine the financial risk.

The Debt Service Ratio is used in this study as a

financial risk indicator. The ratio, as defined in Chapter 3,

is Debt Service (Cash ReceipÈs - Cash Operating Costs) +
Ratio = Off Farm Income - Living Expense

v¡hÍch compares the net resídual available for debt servicing
to the total debt servicing costs. Ratio numbers greater than

1 indicate there is sufficient funding to cover the farm

firmrs current debt obligations. Ratio numbers between 0 and

1 indicate the farm firm has funds to cover same, but not aII,
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of the current obligations. A farm firm that has a value of
0 is abre to cover operating expenses and living expenses,

onIy. Ratio values of less than o indicate the farm firm is
not abre to meet its debt obligations nor fuIly cover

operating expenses and living costs.

Farm prices are based on the historical price series from

1983 to 1-990, incrusive (Table 4.2). crop yields for 1983 to
1990, inclusive, are based on Manitoba crop rnsurance

corporation records for the township the case farm is situated
in. The ne$/ entrants crop selection is a function of the
historical pattern of the previous g:enerations crop rotation
for 1-978 L982. The costs of production for each crop

selected v/ere taken from the Manitoba Department of
Agriculture rrcrop Planning Guidesrt for the years under

observation. The crop budgets r{rere adj usted f or the
appropriate land rental costs developed in the retirement
options in chapter 5.

4.5 POST RETTREMENT RRSP CONÎRIBUTTONS

The growth of the RRSP funds after the farm parents

withdraw from the farm firm is of great importance to them.

The effects of inflation can erode their income security in a

relativery short period of tine. For example, âD g percent

inflation rate will reduce a given doIlar amount to 46 percent
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YIELD PER ACRE (1)
cRoP 1983

Wheat 37.9
Barley 59.0
Canola 27.O
Peas 25.0
Flax 19 .4

PRrcE PER BU. (2)
CROP 1983

\¡ Wheat 4.7 4l¡- tsarley 2.6I
Canola 8.69
Peas 5.98
Flax 8.2

TABLE 4.2 CROP

1984

45.7
69 .8
27.r
31.5
z-L.ö

oPERÄTrNc COSTS (3)
CROP 1983

Wheat 85.9
Bar1ey 82.7
Canola 79.7
Peas 89. I
Flax 72.3

PRODUCTION DÀTA

1985

52.9
75.8
32.2
39 .6
20.9

T984

4 .68
2.63
7 .96
6. 18
B. 05

L9B4

83.9
79.4
83.1
(]Õ. J
1'l o

1986

I

¿

40
68
28
30
27

1
2
9
7
2

Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation
Manitoba Agriculture Yearbooks for l-983-1990 inclusive
Manitoba Agriculture 'rCrop Planning Gu.ides[ for ]_983 1990,

1985 1986

3.95 3. 05
2 .I 1,. 69
5.96 4 .47
5.75 5.1_7
6.73 4.39

1985 t-986

82.5 87 .9
78.7 83.6
BB.4 90.l_
93.96 96.L
7I.6 80.9

L987

,Á1 .l

58. 3
24.4
34.5
2L. 4

19BB

L2 .I
]-6.2
13.8
18. 3

aÂ

1987

2.69
1. 55
5.6
5 .28
5

1987

79.5
75.75
78.5
BB
66,6

1989

35.3
58. O

24 .0
22.7
11. 9

1988

4.7I
z-ö
6.78
5. B5
9.2

1988

82 .7
79.4
81.1
94 .8
'7r.ì 1

1990

39 .7
s9.7
23.2
30.0
20.8

l_989 1990

4
2
6
5
tJ

06 2.97
5t_ L.96
01 5.78
09 4.84
+L ). t¿

l_989 1990

BB.8 88.4
84.l- 82.7
87 90.3
106 .7 1_r2 .8
77.6 79.5

inclus ive



of its original value in ten years and to 2l- percent in tl,renty

years. Continued investment into their RRSP fund until age 7O

would provide some income protection because of its use of
before tax doIlars"

This section of the study looks at the performance of the

RRSP contributions over the l-5 year period between ages 55 and

70.æ ft should be noted that no allowance has been made for
the decrease in purchasing power the accumulated funds can be

expected to have when received in the future.

The dramatic arowth of before-tax dollars in an RRSp as

compared to the growth of after tax dollars can be attributed
to two factors:
1. Funds which would have otherwise gtone towards the farm

At age 70 the farm-parents may place their RRSP funds into
a Registered Retirement Income Fund (RRIF). A RRIF is one
of the alternatives under which they may choose to receive
ret,irement income from the funds accumulated in their
RRSP. A RRIF provides the farm parents with a system of
withdrawing funds as a retirement income based upon a
specific fraction of the market value of the plan each
year. The income accumulating on the funds placed in
a RRIF is not subject to tax if certain conditions
are satisfied" All amounts receíved as payments out of
a RRIF are fully taxable in the year received. Where the
taxpayer is 65 years of age or o1der, amounts received
from a RRIF gualify for the $L000 pension income
exemption. Performance is computed with the aid of a
compound interest table. The table provides the annuity
factor which is the amount of one dollar per annum
compounded annually payable at the end of each year
accumul-ated with interest at a specific rate. The
specific rates examined in this study are B, i-O and
12 per cent for a 1-5 year period.
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parents current tax liability are earning income for

them within the RRSP, and,

2. The RRSP is not subject to tax on the income or capital
gains relaized from its investments.

In this study the rnagnitude of growth is analyzed for annual

rates of return of 8 percent, l-0 percent and L2 percent.
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This chapt,er examines the empirical results for the model_

and RRSP options specified in the previous chapter. The

presentation is separated into three sections. A comparison

of the benchmark and simulated farm firrns during the three

stages of the farm firm life cycle is presented in the first
section. The second section examines the hypothesized

retirement options. The post exit growth of the RRSP funds is
examined in the third section.

E}ÍPTRICÀI, RESULTS ÃND A!¡AIJYSIS

CHAPTER V

5.1 FARM ÀNALYSIS

In this section, the financial ratio and tax analyses

are presented. The analysis consists of comparJ_ng the

benchmark to the sj-mulated farm firms using the two RRSP

investment scenarios.
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5. 1. l- Balance Sheet

The benchmark farm firmts growth strategies have

influenced the portfolio position of the farm firm. The

results of the RRSP investment program over the life of the
farm fínn are disprayed, at five year intervals, in Tabres 5.1

and 5.2. column A represents the benchmark while columns B and.

c represent the frexible and fixed RRSP investment programs,

respectively.

Table 5. 1 shows the actual val-ues of the assets and

eguities on the balance sheets of the farm firm. The

composition of the current assets and the current liabil-ities
are presented to display the impact of the RRSP j_nvestment

program. Tabre 5.2 shows the relative importance of the asset

and equity composition of the three situations. rn each

situation the debt structure never exceeds one-third of the

farm firmts total assets. Expressed in another wây, owners

eguity is never less than 69 percent of the farrn firrnrs total
assets. The J-argest debt incidence is in the fixed RRSP

investment program where loans are incurred in order to make

the fixed RRSP investment contribution. The relative
importance, however, of the RRSP debt is extrernely small being

5 percent or less of the total assets.
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ASSE T S

A

Current $10,óó1
Intermediate 18,077
Long Term 42,103

TABLE 5.1

CCHPARATIVE BALA}ICE SHEET PRESEIITATIOII OF BEIICHII.ARK FARH A}¡D RRSP IIIVESTHE}'T PROGR.AilS

1962

BC
11 ,356 25,577
18,077 18,077
ttz,103 12,403

LIABILITIES &

EOU¡ TY

Current $ -- 1,265
lntermediBte 5,100 5,400 5,/r00
Long Term 16,562 16,562 16,56?

00
ct

571 ,111 71 ,836 86,057 1t+7,911 150,713 184,811 183,589 191 ,397 241 ,311 l}l ,693 527,?31 576,162 ó35,810 678,191 77g,056

1967

ABC
31 ,143 36,975 71 ,013
35,671 35,671 35,671
78,097 78,097 78,097

Producer
Equi ty

s21 ,962 21 ,96? 26,227

49,179 19,874 59830

1972

ABC

56,651 6t+,169 114,376
26,5?8 26,528 26,528

100,110 100,110 100,410

Cotumn A represents the historic benchmark

cotumn B represents the ftexibte RRSP investment program

Cotumn C represents the fixed RRSP investment program

s71 ,111 71 ,836 86,057 147,911 1r0,743 184,811 1B3,5Bg 191 ,397 241 ,311

3,117
12,82t 12,8?0 12,820 1,500
30,471 30,471 30,171 ?7,010

13,?91 13,291 46,108 28,510 28,510 31 ,335

101,6?0 107,152 138,403 155,019 162,857 209,980

1gTf

ABC
229,165 272,003 320,933
118,269 118,269 118,269
136,959 136,959 136,959

2,795 4,000 4,000 ¿r,000 7,096 7,096 7,0961,500 1,500 28,500 28,500 28,500 29,000 29,000 29,o0o
27 ,010 27 ,040 ?1 ,380 24,380 24 ,380

1982

ABC
310,685 383,036 481,901
1?2,911 122,914 12?,914
172,241 17?,241 17?,241

5ó,880 56,880 5ó,880

127,813 470,351 519,282

184,693 527,231 576,162 ó35,810 678,191 779,056

3ó,096 36,096 3ó,09ó

599,711 64?,095 74?,960



ASSETS

Cur rent
I ntermed i ate
Long Term

LIABILITIES &
EAU I TY

@
lJ uufrent

I ntermed i ate
Long Term

D¡n¡l¡ r¡a¡ Fa¡ ¡i t'r I vvuuçr Lqu I ry

1962

8C

15 16 30 23 ?5 38
?5 25 21 2t+ 24 20
ó0 59 19 53 52 42

%100 100 100

TABLE 5.2

COHPARATIVE BALA¡ICE SHEET OII Z BASIS

1967

8C

BB
23 23

1972

ABC

51 34 47
14 14 11
55 52 12

100 100 100

5 -- 2
6997

19 20 ?0 16

3131302929251615131211106
69 69 70 71 71 75 84 85 87 88 89 90 s1

Cotumn A represents the historic benchmark

Cotumn B represents the ftexibte RRSP investment program

Cotumn C represents the fixed RRSP investment program

%100 100 100

100 100 100

1977

BC

47 5?
21 22
28 26

100 100 100

-;';
15 14

100 100 100 100 100 100

55
21

21

1982

BC

1111111
1655514

11 5 5 1 --

54 59 6?
19 17 1ó
?7 24 22

'100 1 00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

5

v>
5

95



The relat,ive importance of the current asset account

increases over time as the RRsp funds accumulate. The fixed
RRSP fund consistently displays superior performance over

time. The margin between the current asset account with the
fixed RRSP contribution fund and the ftexible RRSP

contribution fund varied from 8 to L5 percent over time. The

margin between the current asset account of the benchmark and

the simulated farm firm with the flexible RRSP contribution
fund were less pronounced varying from o to 3 percent. The

ownerrs equity account at the end of the farm firm life cycle
ís 72 greater for the frexible RSp investment program and 23?

greater for the fixed RSp investment program over the
benchmark.

5.1,.2 Income Statement

The fl-exibl-e RRSP contribution program has no significant
effect on the total net income available. There is no expense

effect for there are no loans reguired in order to make a

contribution. The fixed RRSP contribution progiram created

some changies in the Net rnventory charge account to reflect
the partiar liguidation of grain and feed inventory. This

account was drawn down in order to meet the current principa]_

and interest payments for the RRSP loan r^¡hen there v/as a cash

shortage. The total- effect of the RRSP investment programs on

the farm f irmts income statement hras rninimal. This
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observation can be correlated with the growing retained
earnings account on the balance sheet side of the farm firmrs
operations.

5.1.3 Ratio Analysis

Ratio analysis provides a convenient monitoring procedure

for determining the effect of the RRsp investment program.

The ratios in Table 5.3 provide an overview of the movements

and trends in average relationships as a result of the RRSP

investment program.

s.l-.3.l- Liquictity

!'Iorking capital analysis, although not a true ratio
provides a measure of a farm firmrs short term liquidity.
Table 5.3 illustrates that both RRSP investment programs

generate more working capital than the benchmark. This
phenomena is exprai-ned by the growing RRSP fund, whj-ch is a

liguid asset, that constitutes part of the current assets.

The fixed RRSP investment fund because of its rarger
contribution base creates the largest pool of near cash that
can be used to finance on going operations if called upon.

The superior growth of the fixed RRSP fund comes at the
expense of increasing the intermediate 1iability account, RRSP

Loan, and depleting the current asset account, Feed. and Grain
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tJork i ng Capi ta I
Current Ratio
Current + lntermediâte
Levera9e
Return on Assets
Return on Equity
Growth Rate

@
È

A

$10,661
N/A
5.321
0.1166
0.1211
0.1795

1962

B

$1 0 ,970
N/A
5.378
0.4438
0.1236
0.1781

A = Benchmark

B = FLexibLe RRSP

C = Fixed RRSP

TAELE 5.3

FIHAIICIAL RATIOS FOR SELECTED YEARS

1972

c

$21 ,312
5.997
1.516
0.4384
0.1312
0. 1 887

A

$56, ó5 1

N/A
55.42

0.1841
0.1305
0. 1 516

B

$59, B7B
N/A

57.57
0.1803
0. 1 283
0.1514

c

s1 1 1 ,581
10.92
32. B
0.1492
0.10?7
0.1181

A

s333,588
48.01
12.84
0.0ó02
0.038
0.0103

.9787

1982

B

$375,940
53.98
14.02
0.05ó2
0.035ó
0.037ó

.9801

c

$476,805
68.19
1ó.81
0.048ó
0. 1 058
0. 1 109

.9828



rnventory. As discussed earlier, the effects of increasing
and decreasing these two accounts has mj-nimal impact on the

farm firm. The advantage for the farrn firnr in maintaining the

RRSP programs is the cash flow flexibility provided by the

source of funds that are available in the event the farm firm
experiences cash flow shortages. This would only be an

advantage, however, if the money is withdrawn in a year of low

net income.

The current ratios specifying the dollars of current
assets available for each dol1ar of current liabilities
indicate high liquidity in each RRSP investment program over

the twenty-five year period. The liguidity varies from a low

of $3. O0 to a high of $68. OO of current assets for every

dol-Iar of current liabilities. This ratio is an indication of
the farm firms ability to meet its current obligations. A 2zr

ratio is freguently considered to be a safe ratio thus the

ratios presented in Table 5.4 are desirabÌe from a creditors
viewpoint.

The current plus rntermediate ratio in Table 5.3 further
supports earlier findings that the RRSP investment programs

enhance the l-iguidity of the farm firm. As in the previous

ratios, the fixed RRSP investment provides the superior ratio
over time ranging from a low of $s.¡2 to a high of g16.81 of
current and intermediate assets available for every $l-.oo of
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current and intermediate liabilities.

5.I.3.2 Solvencv Ratios

Solvency ratios indicate a farm firmts ability to meet

long run claims. Farm lenders prefer a leverage ratio of 1.0

to 1.5 all-owing the farm-operator to have at l-east as large an

investment in their own farm firm as does the lender. The

ratios presented in Table 5.3 indicate the farm firrn is
significantly under leveraged with latitude to expand its
leverage without hindering financial progress. The additional
debt incurred due to the fixed RRSP investment loans has not

created a financial stress on the farm firm.

Increasing financial leverag'e, in general, will
accererate growth as long as the marginal returns from the use

of loan proceeds exceeds the costs of borrowing. The growth

of equity displayed in Table 5.3 demonstrates the significant
growth of the farm firm from 1957 to L982.

It is clearly demonstrated the RRSP investment prog'ram

did not hinder the growth of the farm firm. As displayed in
Table 5.3 the farm f irms growth in eguity \^/as enhanced by the

RRSP off-farm investment proqrams.
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5. 1. 3. 3 Profitabilitv Ratios

The Return on Assets and on Equity ratios in Table 5.3

fl-uctuate greatly from a low of .0356 and .0376 to a high of
.I3I2 and .1-546, respectively. In each year reported, with
the exception of 1972, the fixed RRSP invesÈment program

provides the superior ratios. Analysis of the ratio revears

that the flexibre RRSP investment program does not add to the

profitability of the farm firm. fn each reported year, with
the exception of 1-967, the flexible RRSP contribution program

provided stightly weaker ratios than the benchmark. The

overall effect of the weaker ratios is of mini-rnal- concern

given the strength of the solvency and liguidity ratios.

5.1-. 4 Tax Considerations

RRSP contributions reduce tax on the income that is
generated from the farm firms's operations. This is an

advantage to the farm firm because the amounts contributed can

be deducted from net fann income in calculating income tax
payable. This is generally not an availabre advantage at the

start of the farm firm cycre but rnay be so in the latter years

of the farm firm especj-aIIy when intermediate and long term

debt have been consolidated and retired.

The tax savings in this study are greatest for the fixed
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RRSP investment program because of its larger contríbution

base. The total tax rebate or savinqs for the fixed and

flexible RRSP investment programs, over the testing peri-od,

amounts to $28r81-4.68 and ç8,758.62 respectively.

The tax savings as a percent of contríbution further
highlights the tax advantage of an RRSP. The farm-operator's

savings were increased to a high of 55 percent and a low of 2l-

percent. In addiLion to the tax savings the interest earned

on the RRSP contributions accrues in the tax-free shelter. ff
the RRSP is withdravr¡n in a future year, the amount withdrawn

is added to net farm income. If the tax rate in the year of

withdrawal is lower than in the year of original contribution,

an overall tax saving results.

5.2 RETTRET,TENT OPTTONS

5.2.L OPTION A

Tabl-e 5.4 displays the present values of the parents

annuity yielding a fixed annual income of ç27,500 for selected

interest rates. Under the assumptions given the farm heir
would receive the parents farm worth $393,838ó8 in return for
an annual fixed payment of ç27,5O0 for 15 years. fn effect,

ó8 The farm worth includes
of interrnediate assets

$98,693 of inventories, çr22,9L4
and ç1"72,241- of longterm assets.
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P.V. of Parents annuity
yielding a fixed annual
income of ç27 t5oo per year
for 15 years

Farm hei-rs initial equity
after providing for parents
annuity

annual amortized payment
(P+I) made by farm heir
when mortgage loan for
selected years are taken:

30 year

25 year

20 year

TABLE 5.4

OPTTON A RESULTS

Annuity Interest Rates

10u r2e" rLe"

$209,165 187, 303 168,905

$184,673 206 ,535

10u

A ^^+ ¿¿rröö

$ z¡ ,o43

$ z+,567

r6z

153,313

224,933

r2e"

23 ,253

23 ,88I

25,077

24O ,525

r4z

24 | II9

24,575

25 | 503

T69"

24 ,82O

25 ,746

25 ,858
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the farm heir would be left with an initiar equity ranging

from $184,673 to $z¿ots2s depending upon the selected interest
rate. The farrn heir would have to meet yearly payments to the
parents ranging from ç22tLgg to $zs,gse. Because the annuar

payment to the parents might represent an annual claim on the
farm which is too large given the l-5 year time horizon of the
parents the farm heir may wish to borrow the present value of
the parents annuity and give the amount directly to the
parents. The parents wourd deposit this sum into an annuity
yielding a fixed annual income of 927 tsoo. The farm-heir
could then repay the loan over a longer tirne horizon resulting
in a lower annual payment, prj-ncipal plus interestr otl the
loan. An annual amortized payment taken over 30 years at 10

percent would amount to çz2,Lgg; this amount ís çs,3r2 less
than the amount when the farm-heir pays his parents directly.
Tabl-e 5.4 shows the reguired annual payments for sel_ected

interest rates and amortization periods.

Table 5.5 displays the ability of the farm heir to
maintain the flow of funds required to service the annuity
cl-aj-m in option A. The farm firm is able to provide funds

beyond those required to cover all current obligations of the
farm finn with the exception of 1998. rn 1988 the farm firm
is able to provide sufficient funds to cover some, but not
all, of its current debt obligations. rt should be noted that
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the Spring of 1-988 r¡ras one of the driest on recordóe Parts

of Manitoba received no precipitation for up to three weeks or

more during April. Crops were rated poor to fair with yields

significantly below normal. Above normal weed infestations
\¡¡ere prevalent especially in canola. Common v¡eeds were

abundant as farmers cut back use of herbicides. The township

in v¡hich the case farm is situated suffered a dramatic yield

reduction. Tru1y, 1-988 was an exceptional year.

5.2.2 Option B

Option B could be accomplished in a fashion similar to
option A. The difference between the two options is that the

l-and is gifted to the farm heir when the parents achieve age

70. Table 5.6 displays the present values of the parents

annuity yielding a fixed annual income of gt-SrOOO for selected

interest rates. fn order to provide for a maximum RRSP

contribution the parents need to rent their 720 acres to the

farm heir for an annual income of S12,500. The annual land

rent plus the annuity income aIlows for a maximum RRSP

contribution.

Under the assumptions given the farm heir would receive

the specified assets of ínventory, machinery and eguipment for

6e Manitoba Agriculture l-988,
Printer, Winnipeg. p. 16.

Yearbook, Queenrs
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P.V. of parents annuity
which yields a fixed
annual income of
$15,000 per year for
15 years

Farm heirs initial
eguity after
providing for
parents annuity

Annual amortized
payment (P+I) made
by farm heir when
mortgage l-oan for
selected years are
taken

30 vear

25 year

20 vear

TABLE 5.6

OPTTON B RESULTS

roz L2z

$t_14,01_90 Loz,]-65

$1_05 ,5O7

149"

92,r3O

Lr7 ,432 r27 ,467 r35,972

r6z

83 ,625

L0å

L2 , rO2

L2 ,569

13,400

12z

12 | 683

1_3 | 026

13 ,679

1,42

L3,156

13r405

13 r 91_L

t6z

13,538

13,71-6

t4 , to4
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ç21-9t597 in return for an annual fixed payment ot çZ7,5OO for
15 years. Table s.6 shows possible initial eguity l_evel_s

avail-able for the farm heir to assume. As in option A the
farm heir may wish to borrow the present varue of the parents

annuity and give this amount directly to the parents in order
to stretch the time horizon of the Ioan. The parents would

deposit this sum into an annuity yielding a fixed annual-

income of $l-5,ooo. The gl-2,500 recej-ved from the land rental
wourd be deposited into short term savings instruments. An

annual amortized payrnent taken over 30 years at roz woul-d

amount to $1,2t1-o2; this amount is 92,g9g l-ess than the amount

when the farm heir pays his parents directly. Tabre 5.6
displays the required annual payment for selected interest and

amortization periods.

Table 5-7 demonstrates that option B presents no cash

fl-ow risk to the farm finn for any combination of interest
rate and amortization period.

5.2.3 option C

option c could be accomplished by the farm heir taking
out a loan for the eguivalent of 9346 t670, ât 10 percent
interest, and paying off each of the claimants. The annual_

principal and interest payment reguired from the farm heir
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vrould amount to $361880 for a 30 year amortization period.

Table 5.8 provides the calculations for different rates of

interest and different amortization periods. The annual

claims presented ín each scenario in Table 5.8 represent very

large financial burdens on the farm heir.

The potential for the farm heir to reaLize a substantial

gain on the farm land during the 20, 25 or 30 year

amortization period is significant. At the beginning of the

amortization period the land is valued, conservatively, at

ç172,24l. .70 Assuming further inflation in land values of 5

percent per year this farm land would be worth $Zøl t2O2 ten

year later, $4¡5,244 at the end of 20 years and $70e,967 in 30

years time. It is recognized that the capital gains in the

farmland are not available to service the annual debt loads.

The inflation of lands, a fixed asset, however, on the balance

sheet of the farm firm will have a positive effect on the

ownerrs equity account on the eguity side of the ledger. A

larger o\¡tnerts eguity position will lower the leveraqe ratios

that farm-lenders are careful to analyze.

operators and farm lenders prefer low leverage ratios. Higher

leverage ratios under managed circumstances create more rapid

growth rates decreasing the average cost of capital to some

point and then moving it up rapidly.

Kraft determined the total- annual rate of return of
a farmland investment in !,iestern Canada to be 18.4
percent in the ten year period I97O to 1979.
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P.V of parents annuity
which yields a fixed
annual income of Ç27 r500per year for 15 years.

Remaining eguity in farm
firm after payment of
present-va1ue of
parents annuity.

Share of remaining
equity provided to
each of 4 heirs.

Amount of loan taken
out by farm heir to pay
parentsr annuity and
eguity owj-ng to 3 non-
farm heirs.
Annual payment (P+f)
by farm heir for loan
taken out for selected
years.

30 vear

25 vear

20 year

TABLE 5.8

OPTTON C RESULTS

10u L22

$209,t65 I87,303 l_68,905 153,313

INTEREST

$l_84t673 206,535 224,933 24O,525

$ ¿a,l-68 sL,634 56 t233 60, 131-

L Z L6Z

$346,67O 342,2O4

t-0å

36,880

38,3O2

40,835

337 | 605 333 ,7 07

129"

42 ,483

43 ,632

45 | 8r7

L4Z
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49 , 12O
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1-62
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54 ,7 33

56,284
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Table 5.9 demonstrates that the large financiar burdens

of option c create situations for cash flow risk. For the
year 1986 and forward the farm finn is faced with situations
where it has sufficient funds to cover some, but not aIr, of
its current debt obligations. cash flow risk occurs in aIr
three amortizatíon periods for the i-4å and 16å interest rates.
rn 1988 the farm finn is not able to cover all of its current
obligations. The farm firm in i-990 is able to meet its
current obligations at the 1-OZ interest level, on1y.

5.2.4 OptÍon D

Table 5.10 displays

sinking fund is created

resul-ts for 1_0 per cent

interest rate would be as

l-. The parentsr annuity would amount to g2O9 ,1-65

2. Each share to the heirs would amount to 946,168 as a

present value

3. The non-farm heirs would

a) receive inrnediately 923, OB4 each for a total of

ç69,2s2

b) their remaining share, $eg,252, to be paid when

the parents reach the age of 80 years would be

the results of Option D where a

to pay off non farm heirs. The

follows:
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P.V. of parents annuity
which yields $27,500 per $209 t]-65 l_87,303 168,905 153,313year for 15 years

Total share of equity
going to 3 non-farm
heirs

TÀBIJE 5. 10

OPTION D RESULTS

(a) L/2 of share when
parents retire at age 55
(b) I/2 of share when
parents reach age 80

Amount paid per year
by farm heir into
sinking fund to
provide 1/2 share going
to non-farm heirs when
parents reach age 80

Annual payment (P+I)
paid by farm heir on
mortgage taken out to
buy parents annuity and
I/2 share going to non-
farm heirs when parents
retire at age 55

30 year

25 year

20 year

Total- annual payment by
farm heir to meet
sinking fund obligation
and annual payment on the
amortized loan

30 year

25 year

20 year

TO9" 12z

INTEREST

r49"

$ 69,252

$ og ,252

77,45L

77 | 45I

Ç z,629

L6Z

84,350

84 ,35O

9,875

10å

s 29,534

$ ¡o,673

$ 32 ,7OL

90 , L97

9O ,1-97

1,2 ,27 3

]-22

32,869

33,757

35,447

14,794

1,42

36 , ]-64

36 | 848

38,239

$ :z,i-63

s 38 ,3O2

$ ¿0,330

100

r62

39 ,422

39 ,939

4l,,07t

42 t7 43

43 | 632

45,322

4B ,437

49 | 72l-

JV , J L¿
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provided for by a sinking fund.71 The farm

heir would pay enough each year into the sinking
fund so that its final amount ín 25 years time,
assuming l-0å interest, would amount to ges ,2s2.

fn conclusion the 9393,838 equity in the business

would be distri_buted as follows:
a) $209,16s to the parents for a retirement annuity
b) $46,1-68 to the farrn heir as part of the farm

business when it is transferred to hirn.

c)

i) $23, oB4 each to the three non-farm hej_rs for
a total of ç69,2s2

ii) ç23,O84 each to the three non-farm heirs
for a total of ç69,252 to be transferred
at the end of 25 years.

4.

d) the actions to be taken by the farm heir would be

as follows:

i) take out an amortized loan for ç278,4!7
($ZOS t1-65 to parents and ç69,252 to non-farrn

heirs). The annual payment due for a 30 year

loan at l-0 percent would yield ç69,252 at the

end of 25 years and wouLd be used to pay off
non-farm heirs.

ii) the farm heir would annually pay $37,l-63 to

71
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meet the sinking fund obligation and the annual payrnent

on the amortized loan.

Table 5.L0 shows the reguired annual payrnents for selected

interest rates and amortization periods.

The results of Table 5.L1 duplicate those of Table 5.9.

The years 1983-l-985, inclusive, indicate the farm firm is able

to provi-de the necessary funds to cover a1l current
obligations with a residual to carry forward. The farm firm
is not able to cover all of its current debt obligation from

1986 onward. There is no point, ho!,/ever, when the farm firrn
cannot make any debt payments.

5.3 POST RETTREIIIENT RRSP CONTRTBUTIoNS

Tables 5.L2 and 5.13 dispray the Lgez values of the fixed
and fl-exible RRSP investment funds, respectively. These final
values are the result of 2s years of contributions and

accumulated earnings. rn addition to the actual- values Tabl_e

5.L2 and 5.i-3 display how the maximum RRSP contribution of

$51500 may grow, earning compound interest at the rate of g,

10 and 12 percent. when cornbined with the actual growth

results an indicator is provided as to what the farm parents

may realize at age 70 when they ro11 the funds into an annuity

or RRIF.
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Projected 15 year
Performance

1982 end vatue for
fixed contribution

TOTAL

TABLE 5.12

H¡STORIC AND PROJECTED PERFORHAIICE OF FIXED OOI¡TRIBIJTIO}I FUNDS

Eatarrce Fund A

8X ßr 14

lt9,337 171,718 205,038

118,717 118,717 118 ,7',t7

F
c,ù

Projected 15 year
performance

1982 end vatue for
fixed contribution

TOTAL

$ 298,054 3?3,465 353,755

Eatance Furd I
8fi 102 1å

119 ,337 174,748 205,038

151,656 151,656 151 ,656

Eqrrity Ftrrl I

149,337 171,718 205,038

160,611 160,611 160,611

300,993 326,694 356,694

$ 309.978 335,389 365,679

Equity Fwd A

BU 1g/ 1d

149,337 174,748 205,038

191,0ó8 191,0ó8 191,0ó8

E+ity Fr.f.d c

149,337 174,718 205,038

198 ,314 198,311 198,31t,

340,405 365,816 39ó,10ó

317,681 373,092 403,38?

Fixed Furd 
^

119,337 174,748 205,038

220,941 220,941 220,941

370,278 395,ó89 425,979 418,?57 113,668 473,958

Fixed Ftnd B

149,337 174,718 205,038

268,920 2æ,920 ?68,920



Projected 15
year performance

1982 end vatue
for ftexibte
contribution

TOTAL

BALANCE FUND A

ax 102 14

1t+9 ,337 174 ,718 205,038

47,851 /.7,851 17,851

Fo(¡

TABLE 5.13

HISTORIC A}¡D PROJECTED PERFORI{ANCE OF FLEXIBLE COIITRIBTJTIOII FU}IDS

Projected 15
year performance

1982 end vatue for
f Iexibl.e contribut i on

$ 197,188 ?22,599 252,889

BALA}¡CE FUIID B

8X ltr 14

149,337 171,748 205,038

47,276 17,276 17,276

EAUITY FUIID B

8X 10U 14

119,337 174 ,748 205,038

TOTAL

196,613 2?2,024 252,311

17,009 17,009 17,009

$ 19ó,34ó 221,757 25?,047

ECUITY FUND A

87 toz lu
119 ,337 171 ,748 205, 038

53,802 53,802 53,802

EAUITY FUIID C

8t 1t/ 14 Bl

'149 ,337 ',t74,748 205,038 ',t49 ,337

51 ,172 51,172 51 ,172 60,270

203,139 228,550 258,840

200,509 2?5,920 256,210

FTXED FUIID A FIXED RJIID B

10u 14 8fi

171 ,748 205,038 119,337 171,748 205,038

209,607 235,018 265,308

60,270 60,270 óó,500 óó,500 óó,500

215,837 241 ,2t 8 271 ,538



A comparison of Tab1es 5.L2 and 5.L3 indicate that the

largest end values occur in the fixed RRSP investment

programs. This is necessarily so because of the larger
contribution base over the tirne period examined. The fixed
income funds outperform the other funds suggesting that over

the study period they had greater stability of capital and

income than the balanced and eguity funds. Common share

equity investments have shown themselves to be poor hedges

against inflation. Rampant inflation creates serious problems

throughout an economy and historically has resulted in weak

eguity share markets.
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6.1 SUMMÀRY

rn the economy of the l-99ors farm operators must deal with
increasingly competitive market factors, technological changes

and high capital requirements. High d.egrees of variability in
cash flow are an inherent characteristic of the primary
agriculture industry. This variability is the cumulatj-ve

result of production, marketing and financiar uncertainties,
including the uncertaínty of government payments under the
multitude of programs. The current discussion regarding the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) provide further
uncertainty, if not anxiety, for some farm operators. rn
spite of some alarm over the changing primary agricurture
sector it. appears that the farnily farm firrn will continue to
survive.

SUMT{.ARY ÀND CONCIJUSTONS

CHÀPTER VI

The transfer of the family farm firm from one generation
to the next is of an ongoing interest to most farm families
given the apparent sustainability of the farnily enterprise.
The large capÍtaI reguirements for starting a farmíng career
in the 1990rs however, does present some very rear challenges
to the next generation. rt is clear that in order to enhance
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a smooth inter-generationar farm firm transfer the retiring
farm parents need to start pranning for the transfer at the
purchase of the first assets, not at the time of the sale of
the last assets.

The rnajor purpose of the study is to analyze RRSP

investments as a disinvestment strategy for retiring farm

parents in order to all-ow for successful intergenerational
farm firn transfers. rt is intended to provide insight into
the feasibility of such a strategy in the uncertain
environment of the prirnary agriculture sector.

Specific objectives are:

(1) to develop a farm firm model that can describe

actual-

farm firm business relationships so that
financial/guantitative cornputations can be performed

disinvestment strategies in preparation for retirement

farm parents.

(2) to determine, in a static framework, the leve1 of
RRSP investment contributions which wi1l permit the

development of a retirement portfolio and allow for
continued growth of the farm firm durinq its entry and

growth stages.

(3) To provide results that wilL be useful for planning

farrn growth when a RRSP retirement portfolio has a prior
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claim to resources generated by the farm finn.
(4) to examine the financial and risk dimensions

of the new entrant assurning the ownership and managrement

of the farm firm.

Registered Retirement savings plan (RRSP) options were

used as the vehicle for off farm investments. RRSprs r¡/ere

used because they provide farrn-operators a retirement fund
that in most cases wilr provide a higher after-tax investment
return than the eguivalent direct investment program. RRSp's

offer substantial long term tax savings and enabres the farm

tax payer to accumulate a retirement fund through their own

efforts and under their own control.

RRSPs are a nongovernment approved savings plan, und.er section
69 of the rncome Tax Act. rt is designed to allow individual
taxpayers, such as farmers, who have no private pension pran

through employment a sirnílar tax advantage to that given
taxpayers with pension plans through employment.

The tax advantage is gained in that contributions to an

RRSP are deductible from earned income for tax purposes,

resul-ting in imrnediate and potentially substantial savings in
income tax. The funds invested are held in a personal RRSP

trust which also provides the farrn operators a tax shelter for
all interest income and capital gains generated by the trust
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funds. The potentíaI rate of accumulation of funds within a

RRSP is much greater than is the case with funds exposed to
personal taxes. of much greater irnportance to the farm

operator is the ability to invest off the farm into a

sheltered fund. This off-farm investment provides a prudent

al-ternative investment strategy in contrast to the farm

operators who have their entire life savings invested in their
farm firm. For the non off-farm investors the farm firrn
represents their sole investment for retirement and

consequently they have a strong commitment to maintain their
lifelong investment. This commitment rnay reguire these people

to work we]I past their desired retirement age and potentiarry
at a great personal sacrifice to their retirement income in
order to provide the next generation an opportunity to start
farming on a healthy financial footing.

The analytical model used in the study was designed to
investigate two RRSP investment strategies in a static farm

firrn environment. The investment strategies were analyzed to
deterrnine the profitability, liguidity, risk and the
likelihood of their contributing to diminished farm firm
growth vis-a-vis the historic farm finn which serves as the
benchmark. The benchmark embodies the actuar productj_on,

marketing and financial- decisions of the farm operator thus

the consequences of al-ternative RRSP j-nvestment decisions may

be measured by direct comparison to the benchmark.
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Producer Eguity, or net worth, is an accepted commercial

measure of a farm firms solvency. The three examined options
presented a positive producer eguity indicating that the farm

firm could be liguidated, creditors paid, with the residual
craimed by the farm operator. rn the final year of the

comparison the benchmark had a producer equity of 9599,'744

compared to the flexible and fixed RRsp strategies which

recorded ç642,095 and $742 t960, respectivery. rt is crear the
RRSP investments enhanced the ending producer eguity account

concurrent to providing liguid funds not tied to the farm

firms capital structure. This is a benefit for it allows the
RRSP fund to stay ahead of inflation. As aforementioned the

i-ncome generated in a RRSp fund is not subject to tax untíl- it
is withdrahrn from the fund. Freguently, farm operators invest
in land and capitat with the intention that the increase in
value of their land investment exceeds inflation. The probrem

with using land investment as a hedge agaj-nst inflation is
that it can result in cash flow probrems in years of ]ow

income. Furthermore, if the farm operator wishes to serl or
transfer land in a period of falring land prices, such as in
the rnid 1980ts the perceived retirement fund falls
accord j-ng1y.

Ratio analysis, which relates different items from the farm

firms financial statements to one another, represents a basic

approach to financial analysis. Ratio are relied upon by the
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various stake holders in the farm firm including the farm

operator and the various creditors, if any.

The liguidity ratios for each of the strategies
demonstrated the farm firrns strong short term ability to meet

its financiar obligations. The leverage ratio highlighted the

farm firms debt eguity structure and the ease with which it
coul-d service outstanding debt throughout the examined tirne

period. The return on eguity ratío portrays, over the time

period examined, a diminishing earning po\^¡er and efficiency
with which the farm finns resources are used. This may

indicate the farm firm is not using its inputs, such as

fertilizer and chemicals, to maximum economic advantage.

Although there is a declining return on equity, the fixed
strategy shows the strongest ratio in the final year of study,

1982. The benchmark and the flexible strategy present final
ratios that are virtually identical suggesting the off-farm
RRSP investments are not contributing to the decrining ratio.
In general, ratios must be used with caution in order to
understand what the ratios appear to imply or point to. Using

ratios over a time period, however, can prove guite useful to
discern trends in performance.

Financial security at retirement is of great concern for
the retiring farm operators. The non rnonetary concern of the

reti-ring farm operators is to transfer a viable farm firrn to
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the next generation. The study examined four hypothetical-

retirement options with a standard set of assumptJ-ons. The

individual options were then augrmented by additional option

specific assumptions.

The general operating assumptions may be summarized as

follows:

(1) that the retiring parents are both age 55 and both

expect to live until age 85.

(2) that the parents have four children; one child will
take over the farmi the other three children have

careers in non-farm occupations.

(3) that the parents would like to continue contributing
into their RRSP fund until age 70.

(4) that the farm parents will use their liquid assets,

excluding the RRSP fund, to maintain their current

standard of living should it dininish during the

post-exit stage.

Four options with respect to the allocation of the farm

parents estate were examined of which:

(1) one part of the farm estate will be used to
provide retirement income for the farm parents.

(2) one part will be distributed to the farm-heir.
(3) the remaining part, if any, will be distributed

to the three non-farm heirs.
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fn general, the capital gains that have been realized on

the benchmark farm firrns assets over the study period as a

resurt of inflation become real costs to the next generatj-on

assuming the farrn firm. The four options examined demonstrate

the value of the independent RRSP funds in providing

flexibility to the farm parents in transferring the farm firm.
The independent rrnest eggtt allows for creative planning and a

reduction of risk to the farm parents for their retirement
fund is not subject to the management ability of the

succeeding gieneration nor the vagaries of the agriculture
economy. The RRSP fund also allows the farm parents to make

f inancial- concessions to the farm heir, or the farm f j-rm

transfer, without impairing their ov¡n standard of living upon

retirement.

The four retirement options were examined for the
succeedinq generations ability to maintain a flow of fund.s,

required for debt service, for the period of 1983 to LggO,

incl-usive. under options A and B the following specific
assumptions are made:

(1) that the farm parents desire the equivalent of an

annuity yielding a fixed annual income of ç27,5OO.

so that they may make a maximum RRSp contribution
annually (Option À. )

(2) that the farm parents will sell to the farm heir the

inventory, machinery, eguiprnenÈ and land at a
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bookvalue of $393t833.00 (Option A). For Option B

the farm parents will well to the farm heir the
j-nventory, machinery and eguipment at a bookvalue of

$21_9 t597 .OO.

Under Options A and B the non farm heírs will
receive no contribution from the farm est,ate.

(3)

OptJ-ons A and B do not present a cash flow risk to the

farm heir as detennined by the debt service ratio. All the

combinations of interest rates and amortization periods

indicate a very strong ability to service al-1 current

obligations. There is no indication that the fann parents and

the farm heir cannot achieve the objectives set out in the

aforementioned general and option specific assumptions. It is
assumed that under these two options the farm heir could start
to contribute to a RRSP fund following the example of the farm

parents.

Under Options C and D the following specific assumptions

are made:

(1) that the farm parents will selI to the farm heir the

inventory, machínery, equipment and land at a

bookvalue of $393r838.00 (Option C)

(2) that the farm parents will distribute to the three

non farm heirs the proceeds from the sale of the

inventory, machinery and eguipment (Option C).
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(3) the farm parents would receive an annuity paying

ç27 t5OO.00 per for 15 year (Option D)

(4) the farm hej-r would receive his share at the tirne of
the farm parents retirement (Option D).

Option C and D present a consíderable financial burden on

the farm heir. The burden is demonstrated in the low debt

service ratios especially for the latter years of the study

period. The latter years of the study were characterized by

declj-nes in prices for the najor crops. In fact, the

commodity príces in the latter part of the decade were no

higher, in current doIlars, and with higher input costs than

in the l-970's indicating reduced levels of profitability.
Although the farm firm is able to cover some of its current

obIÍgations it, is not able to cover all of the current

obligations. It should be noted that the debt service ratios
are on the threshold of being able to service the debt and not

being able to service the debt. Under these two options the

farm firm is not in such difficulty that the farm heir would

expect to lose control of the farm, in the short run, but is
exposed to a degree of risk caused by depressed cornrnodity

prices and, in L988, reduced yields. ft is clear, hordever,

that the farm firm will eventually fail under Option C and D

unless economic conditions improve and/or there is government

assistance availabl-e. under the current tax rul-es the farm

heir would not be in a position to make a contribution to a
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RRSP fund.

rn addition to the financial burden on the farm heir is

the transfer of risk to the heir. The non farm heirs receive

their shares without any risk burden. It is assumed the non

farm heirs hold off-fann jobs. The objective of the farm

parents to treat a1l their children egually is most difficult

to achieve. Treating all concerned equitably, however, is a

reasonable alternative. An eguitable alternative is to make

an acconmodation for the risk assumed by the farm heir.

The dramatic Arowth of before-tax dollars in an RRSP as

compared to the growth of after-tax dollars can be attributed
to two factors:

(1) funds v¡hich would have otherwise gone towards the

individualfs current tax liability are earning

income within the RRSP, and

(2) the RRSP is not subject to tax on the income or

capital gains realized from its investments.

The large final values of the various RRSP investment

funds made it possible for the farm parents to be relatively
generous, to the farm heir, in the transfer options. The

smallest final value was $f94,346 for the flexible RRSP

contribution p1-an and the largest final vaLue was $aa3,660.00

for the fixed contribution plans. At age'70 the farm parents

can transfer their RRSP funds into a Registered Retirement
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ïncome fund (RRrr) similar to RRSpfs the income accumulating

on the funds placed in a RRIF is not subject to tax if certain
conditions are satisfied.

This study has examined a number of retirement
strategies, ernploying RRSPts, availabre to farm operators.

Arthough the strategies presented are by no means exhaustive

they illustrate the importance of planning for retirement and

intergenerational transfers to the farrn firn. such strategies
have long term inprications starting in one generation and

passing into the succeeding generation.

The shortcoming of this analysis is best expressed in a

discussion of the needs for future research efforts. The

needed extensions and improvements on this analysis can be

divided into two categories: (1) nodifications of the model

and (2) extended economic analysi-s in future model inputs.

Tax considerations on the transfer of farm firm capital
are not dealt with in this study. The tax impact of federa]
and provincial- taxes on the farm transfer should be considered

in future research. Normally section 69 of the rncome Tax Act

requires a family trans-action (non arms length) to occur at
fair market vaIue. some irnportant amendments to this have

been made that overrule section 69, in order to defer taxes in
family transfers for example rrrolroversr. A rollover occurs
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\^rhen eligible property is transferred between the farm parents

and the farm heir, and the recognition of a capital gain or

l-oss, or recaptured depreciation is deferred for income tax
purposes. The rollover provision is one of the most

significant tax planning considerations for farm operators.

As this area is very complex it warrants examination on its
own.

Further economic analysis is reguired in order to
identify the efficient portfolios of RRSP funds to be compared

against the random selection of RRSP funds. Markowitz's
quadratj-c programrning technigues courd be employed to describe

the efficj-ent set of funds which minimize variability (risk).

Finally, research can be directed to examining RRSP

options that take into account the modest cash flows of ne\¡/

entrants into the entry stage of the famiry firm rife cycle.
Further development of the carry forward rure, especially for
farm operators, wouLd be a contribution to increased

participatj-on by this group in RRSps. The carry forward rule,
which came into effect in i,99i- aI1ows a tax payer who, for
exarnple, did not contribute the maximum amount in any one year

after 1990, but did so in 1993, the opportunity to make a

deductible contribution to be first applied against any unused

deduction room carried forward from l-991-. This option
provides more frexibility especially in view of variable
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annual cash flows. The difficulty for nehr farm entrants,

however, is the rule is linited to those individuals who have

a taxable income. Research efforÈs coul-d be applied to the

carry forward rule to al1ow rrpaper contributionrr of funds into
a RRSP reserve in years when there is no taxabl-e income.

As this stage of research concludes, further work can be

directed toward making the model more complete and more

applicable to use by farm operators in extension settings. It
is acknowl-edged the characteristícs of individual farm firrns

wil-I be as unique as each of the farm operators are, however,

the basic principle of retirement planning is applicable to
all situations: retirement planning is a life long

responsibility that must begin in the first stage of the farm

firrn l-ife cycle with the purchase of the first assets, not at

the exit stage with the sale of the last assets.

6.2 CONCLUSTONS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the findings of
this study which include the following:

1. Successful entry of new entrants into the farm firm
in the face of high and rising capital reguirements and

variability in yields, prices, and net returns will
reguire careful planning.
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2. Farm parents need to develop, at the outset of thej-r

farming career, a retirernent portfolio strategy which

will generate a stable flow of income in amounts

adeguate to meet their percej-ved retirement needs and

allow an orderly transfer of the farm firm and their
assets to the next generation thus assuring the assets

are di-stributed to the intended heirs without

dissolving the farm firm or its viability.

3. Farm parents who systematically invest into an RRSP,

even if the investment requires external borrowing, will
develop a secure and independent retírement fund that
will not irnpair the growth and therefore the viability
of the farm firn. Stated in another way, a fixed dolIar
claim to the farm firms resources, for investing off the

farm into a RRSP program, would strengthen and enhance

the consolidated farm firm balance sheet and al-l-ow for
an orderly thransfer to the next generation without

impairing the farm firmts viability.
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APPENDTX A

THE PROBIJEIIÍ SETTING



FARM SIZE AND NT'UBERS

rncreases in farm size have been a resuLt of farm

consolidation and new land being brought into production.
This expansion v¡as permitted by greater increases in
production efficiency due to improved technology, greater
capitalization and better management. During the 2s year
period ending in 1-986, the average total hectares per farm in
Manitoba j-ncreased 66 percent from l-70 hectares (420 acres) to
283 hectares (700 acres) (Tab1e A.1) . paralleling the farm

size increases vras a decrease in farm numbers. Manitoba farm

numbers over the 196i--i-986 period decreased 47 percent from

43,306 farms to 27,336 (Table A.1). The decrease in farm

numbers coupled with the increase in land holdings has been

caused by improved technology and substitution of capital for
labour. The total- capitar invested by Manitoba farm operators
in livestock, machinêry, eguipment, land and buil-dings in l_990

was fourteen times greater than it was 29 years earlier (Table

4.2). The proportion of the average totar investment in land
and buildings increased from 62 percent to 75 percent of the
total- investment in 19Bt- and decreasing to 67 percent in j-990.

APPE¡ÍDIX A

THE PROBIJE!,Í SETrING
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FÀR¡{ SCÀLE

The total number of farms in Manitoba has been declining
at the same time as the number of larger farms is increasing.
Expressed another wây, the dynamics of the Manitoba prirnary

agriculture industry is composed of an expanding sector made

up of reratively larger farms and a contracting sector made up

of relatively small farms. Table A.3 show that in the 25 year

period ending in l-986 the numbers of farms with sales of
$10,000 or more steadily increased and the number of farms

with sal-es less than $tOroOO decreased. These statistics
support the assertion that the scare of farming is increasing
over time.
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1961

1971

1976

198t

1 98ó

TABLE A.1

AVER.AGE FAR!4-FIRf{ StZE, HA}tITOBA, SELECTED YEARS

Totat Farß¡s

43,306

31,981

32,104

?9,112

27,336

Average Size

Totat Hectâres/Acres lßprove Hectares/Acres

SOURCE: Manitoba Agricutture. 198ó yearbook.

170/120

2?0,513

240,593

259/639

283/700

112/276

148/366

162/402

187t462

198/189



TAELE A.2

AVER.AGE CAPITAL ¡ltVESTltEltT pER FARI{ FIRlt, !{AHIT(BA, SELECTED YEARS

I nvestment

ts(t
o

Land and 8ui |.dings

Hach. and Equipt.

L i vestock

1 9ó1

cô/

16,192 62.0

6,381 21.0

3,724 14.0

TOTAL

SOURCE: Manitoba Agricutture. 1990 yearbook

'1971

9%

39,396 67.0

11,760 20.0

7,614 13.0

2ó,6ó0 100.0 58,800 100.0

1981

g%

255,250 7r.0

ó0,350 17.0

28,1,00 8.0

1986

g%

240,864 ó6.0

83,380 22.0

12,860 12.0

355,000 100.0 3ó7,104 100.0 3ó5,1ó9 100.0

1990

$%

243,000 67.0

86, ¿r50 21 .0

35 ,719 9.0



TABLE A.3

FARI{-tIRtl tluHBERs 8Y VALUE-oF-sALEs cLAssEs, HAtlIToaA, SELECTED YEARS

Economic Ctass by
Farm-Fi rm Sates

ts
l,
F

4

$10,000 and over 9,161

$2,500 and over 15,872

$250 and over 9,ó08

'1971

Att Farm-Firms 34,981

% of total

?7.0

45.4

27.5

souRcE: statistics canada. 198ó census of canada, Agricutture, llanitoba

1976

# % of totat

18,725 58.3

8,540 26.6

4,787 14.9

100.0

1 981

# % of total

21 ,123 72.8

5,094 17.3

2,925 9.9

32,104 100.0

198ó

# % of totat

21 ,4?9 78.1

3,833 14.0

2,074 7.6

29,442 100.0 27,336 100.0
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APPENDTX C

PORTFOIJIO SELECTION THEORY



Portfolio selection theory is concerned with the best way

to form combinatj-ons of securities and evaluating alternative
combinations of securities. It provides a normative model to
explain the behaviour of rational risk-averse investors in
al-locating capital between securities promising returns with
varying degrees of risk.

PORTFOLTO SETJECTTON THEORY

APPENDIX C

Modern portfolio selection theory owes its name and

origin to Harry Markowitzts paper rrPortfol-io Selecti-onil

published in L952.72 Markowitz made three significant
contributions via this paper. First, he reasoned that most

portfolios could be removed from consideration because they

were inefficient in that they (i) had more risk than another

portfolio of egual return or (ii) they offered less return
than another portfolio of egual risk. Markowitzrs second

contribution demonstrated why and by how much the risk of a

portfolio might be less than the sum of the risks of each

individual security" Finally, Markowitz proved that efficient
portfoJ-ios could be created through guadratic programming.

72 H. M. Markowi-tz, rrPortfolio Selection, ttJournal- of
Finance, YoI. 7, 1-952, pp. 77-9I.
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The problem of selecting combinations of enterpri_ses for
farms is simílar in nature to the portfolio problem for the

investor. The selection of farm enterprise and asset

combinations can be regarded as a special case of the

portfolj-o problem. The sinilarity occurs when a farm-

operator, with a specific holding of land, views his net

incomes from farm firm enterprises and assets in probalistic
terms, creating the problem of selecting an optirnal mi-x of
enterprises and assets. It is the similarity of the two that
allows the applications of portfolio selection theory to the

study of farm finn dj-versification.

A great deal of tirne and effort has been devoted to the

analysis of the farm firrn diversification problern. The

najority of these studies have been developed and influenced

by Markowitzrs analysis of the portfolio problem.õ These

studies cal-culated the probability distributions of net

returns from farm enterprises and identified the 'lefficiency
frontiersrr or tteffj-ciency locusrr. rf one assumes that farm-

operators are risk averse, these studies provide a possible

solution to the investment problem by limiting the

alternatives in the feasible set of strategies. The following
discussion j-s directed to an examination of the under-pinnings

of portfolio theory which provides a potential solution to the

farm firin problem.
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ASSUMPtrTONS

The possibilities for apprying portfolio serection
theory to decisions related to resource al-location and

i-nvestment choice under risk for the farm firm are illustrated
in the following discussion. The analysis that forlows is
based on a restrictive set of assumptíons that are enumerated

bel-ow:

1. rnvestors I maximize one-period expected utility
and exhibit marginal utility of wealth.

Although investors do not visualize assets as

probability distributions of expected returns
over some holding period, their behaviour

is consistent with this process.

Investorsr risk estimates are proportional to
the variability of the expected returns.
rnvestorsr base their decisions in terms of
expected return and risk. That is, utility (U)

is a function of variability of return (o) and

expected returns (n(r)). Symbolical1y, IJ : f (o

,E(r) ).
fnvestorsr , for any given l_evel of risk, prefer
higher returns to lower returns. Symbo1ical1y,

6 rJ/ 6 E (r) >0.

2.

À
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The converse, of course, ís that for any given level of

return, investors prefer less risk over more risk.
Symbolically, 6 ïl/ 6 o <0.

These assumptions will be maintained throughout the

ensuing dj-scussion. Those investors that concur with these

assumptions will prefer |tMarkowitz efficient assetsrr.

Portfolio analysis is structured on the premise that the

most desirable assets are those which have:

1. the ninimum expected risk at any given expected

rate of return, or conversely,

2. the maximum expected rate of return at any given

Ievel of expected risk.

In al-l cases but. one, these assets are portfolios of
assets rather than individual assets. whether these

portfolios contain one or more assets they are carred
I'ef f icient portfoliosrr. rndividuals that adhere to the above

assumptions obviously prefer efficient portfolios to non-

efficient portfolios.

In the rrreal worldrr many investors are observed to be

holding non-efficient portfolios. This observation raises
legitimate questions as to the validity of the assumptions and

thus the analysis. Needless to say portfolio analysis is
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based on some simplified assumptions about reality. It is
worthwhile at this point to examine the assumptions underlying

portfolio analysis.

The first assumption may be violated in many respects.

Firstly, not all investors possess a sophisticated knowledge

of economic forecasting technigues or may not know how to

determine the rate of return from their investment. Secondly,

rather than consídering the assets terminal- wealth or rate of

return, investors may instead examine non-pecuniary return or

the rrglamourrt, of that particular asset. Fina11y, investors

frequently do not base their decisions on probability

distributj-ons but on the subjective rfmost IikeIy" outcome.

It is debated, freguently, whether these violations of

the assumptions are serious or not. Investors concerned with

an assets non-pecunj-ary return or rrglamourtt probably do so

because they beli-eve these factors affect the assets terminal

wealth or rate of return. tfMost likelytt estimates are

probably based on some form of subjective probability

distribution albeit perhaps implicitly.

The third assumption may be an oversimplification if
investors are truly concerned with the non-pecuniary return or
trglarnourrt of an asset. If these or any other factors do

affect the expected value and variability of a securityrs rate
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of return then this assumption is not violated.

The fourth and final assumption has been attacked by many

as inadequate. Its critics point out that business people

infreguently maximize or minimize¡ they only attempt to do a

satisfactory or sufficient jdo.7a However, it can be argued

that if some highly cornpetitive business person attempts to
achieve optirnization of a particular objective then other

business people will folIow the leader. ff this argument

resembles the truth, then the fourth assumption is not so

inadequate.

The rnost desirable situation would be to have none of
these assumptions violated. However, it is not absolutely
necessary to have this ideal state of the world in order to
establish and maintain the value of the analysis. So long as

the analysis can yield worthwhile predictions then it, can be

of val-ue in spite of the debatable assumptions. After all,
people need only behave as if they $/ere described by the

assumptions for a theory to be useful.

RISK

Risk is a concept that is an integral part of portfoli-o

P. Lusztig and B.
Canadian Setting,

Schwab, Manaçrerial Finance in a
(Toronto: Butterworths, L977) , p.6.
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anal-ysis. unfortunately it, is a concept that does not lend

easily to a universal definition. verbar definitions of risk
abound in the literature, but due to their subjective nature,
they do not yield to a guantitative measurement.Æ variance,
standard deviation and the tlargest lossrr over a period of
tirne hrere also reconmended by Markowitz as usefur measures.

Modern portfolio theory has associated rísk with variance
or variability of return. variability, in an asset is not a

desirable feature for the more variable in return, the more

uncertain one is about the actual return. The analysis of
variability nust arso consider investments of widely differing
characteristics and thus for risks coming from different
origins. spenceT6 has tendered the folrowing summary of risk
origins to demonstrate the complexity of the risk issue.

Business Risk - The probability of a decLine in the

value of an eguity asset due to a decLine in
the earnings of the business.

Market Risk - The probability of a decline in the

trading value of an equity asset (such as a

common stock or a mutual_ fund) due to the

F. B1ock, rrRisk and Performance,rr Financial Analysis
Journal , March-Apri1 i.9 66. Reprinted in C . F . A.
Readinqs in Financial Ana1ysis, Second Edition,
(Georgetown, Irwin Dorsey Ltd. I L97O), p. 565.

Spence, op. cit. , p. l_3 .
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ínvestorsr expectations regarding that
assetrs earning power in the future.

fnterest Rate Risk - The probability of an increase

in the general leve1 of interest rates which

will cause the price of a fixed income asset

(for example a bond) to decline until the

overall yield ís comparable with
the elevated market rate.

Purchasing Power Risk - the probabirity of a decline
in the real value of the income produced by a

fixed income asset due to an increase in the
general price 1evel (inflation).

Longevity Risk - the probability of exhausting the

income producing capital base before death.

The mathematical expectations of the possible rates of
return is E(r) which represents the mean or expected value of
the probability distribution of returns. The expected return
is defined in Eguation 2.1, as E(r) : E pini e.I)
where pi is the probabirity of the ith rate of return.
Graphically, any area to the left of E(r) represents

disappointing outcomes to the investor as they indicate one's
risk.

The semivariance of returns, as suggested by Markowitz,

is defined in Eguation 2.2. This indicator of risk measures
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the area below E(r) in the probability distribution of
returns.

SV = XP, (rr,-E (r) )2, (2.2)

were rri are the rates of return that are less than E(r). The

rrirs are below average rates of return.

The dispersion or width of the entire probability

distribution, rather than just the area below E(r), is
indicated by the variance of returns which is defined as

o2=xP; (r;-E (r) ) 
2 (2.3)

The standard deviation of returns is the square root of
Ecruation 2.3.

Three different types of probability distributions of
returns can occur for an asset. One assetsI probability
distribution of rates of returns may be syrnmetric or skewed to
the right or 1eft. Blumez indicates that the distribution
of returns are symmetric thus one can employ the standard

deviation of returns with confidence. Markowitz points out

that the standard deviation (variance) rris superior with
respect to cost, convenience and farniliarity,t... and |twil_l_

produce the same set of efficient portfoliosrr. . . as the

M. E. Blume, ttPortfolio - Theory
Practical Application, rrJournal
1970, p. 1-63.
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UTTLTTY FOUNDATIONS

if

utility theory provides a conceptual framework within
which decisions under uncertainty can be exarnined. This

theory is used extensively by economists to detect increases

or decreases in satisfaction which individuals derive from the
use or ownership of goods and services. rts virtues are its
low information requirements and its generality.

the probability distributions are

Utii-ity theory is applicable in a general sense for the

purposes of this research. rts focus will be on investment

outcomes.

rnvestment outcomes affect utility through its effects on

wealth. utility from investments can be depicted as a

function of the rate of return on invested wealth because the

rate of return is a measure of the rate at which wealth is
accumulated.

If a utilitv rnaximizer knew

investment outcomes i.e., a world

78 H. M. Markowitz,
Diversification
Wiley and Sons,

Portfolio Sel-ection, Efficient
of Investments (New York: John
1959) , pp. 1-93-194.
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pl-ace all his wealth in the asset that produced the highest
expected rate of return. However, in an uncertain worrd one

can only maximize what one rexpectsr utirity to be. Thus with
this element of uncertainty in decision making the concept of
risk becomes an important consideration. symbolically, the
relationship between an investorrs utility and his investments
in a worl-d of uncertainty is represented in Eguation 2.4.

E (u) : f (E (r) , risk)
: f (E (r) , o) (2.4)

Economists have been able to distinguísh between three
cLasses of investors:

(a) risk averters individuals with
functions who require a positive prernium in
before undertaking a risky proposition.

(b) risk seekers individuals with convex utility
functions who accept risk even when the expected value is
known to be negative.

(c) risk neutral
functions who are neither
fair game of chance and so

to enter such a game.

concave utilitv
expected values

individuals
willing to pay

not reguj-re a

with linear
a premium to

risk premium

utility
enter a

in order
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U (X)

tu (Ä

u (x)

Risk Averse

FÍgure c.1! Three Basic utility Functions

Fj-gure C.1- depicts the three utilÍty functions.

The concept of utility, on first reading, seems very
complex and theoretical. Hov/ever, it is a useful concept for
predicting and analyzing choices. utirity theory all_ows one

to rank uncertain alternatives according to their expected
util-ities.

u (x)

Risk Seeker

TITVESTOR PREFERENCES AND TNDIFFERENCE CURVES

rnvestorrs preferences can be represented by indifference
curves, Figure c.zì they are sometimes calIed utility
i-soguants. rndifference curves are drawn so that investor
satísfaction is egual all along their length. The curves are
positively sloped reflecting investors dislike for risk and
like for larger expected returns, the positively sloped curves
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reflect the risk seekers preferences.

E (r)

Figure C.2z IndiffereDce Cu¡ryes for Return and Risk

The higher numbered indifference curves indicate higher
leveIs of satisfaction. As the curves rise they become more

vertical reflecting diminishing willingness to assume risk.

The indifference map can be made determinate by including
the line Q which indicates the dominant opportunj_ty locus of
investments. The investor will try to attain the highest
indifference curve tangent to the dominant opportunity locus,

Q, and thereby reach a point R where satisfaction is
maxi-mized.
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E (r)

P

rnvestments in Figure c.3, such as T with larger risks
and no compensating returns, which are dominated by superior
investments will receive little demand and consequently its
price will decrease. An investments rate of return is the
ratio of its dividends plus capital gains or rosses, alr over
the purchase príce. After a falI in price for T the
denominator of the ratio will decrease enough to increase the
val-ue of the rate of return. The equilibrium return on T wil-1

move toward Q as the temporary capítaI losses occur. point s,
and all other points above line e, represent undervalued

investments whose prices wirr be bid up. The higher
denominator in the rate-of-return ratio will decrease the
expected rate-of-return on the formerly undervalued

investment, and it will tend to be relocated on e.

Figure C.3s

4
U3

U2

o

Investor fndifference Curves
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OPPORTT'NITY LOCUS

The central focus of applied portfolío theory is the
analysis concerning the opportunity rocus. There is a large
body of literature pertaining to the mathematical analysis of
portfolio selection. computer simuration models have been

developed to routinize portforio serection. Although

mathematical analysis cannot accommodate all the gualitative
variables that influence portforios it can help in slirnrning

the problem to manageable size.

once the problem has been cut down to size one can then
examine the arternatives and. exercise ones judgenent

effectively.

vl. J. BaumolTe writes that the sheer compÌexity of the
portfolio sel-ection problem is íts combinatorial character.
The complex combinatorial character can be sirnply demonstrated

with the

portforio selection of two securities out of three possible
stocks; A, B and c. The i-nvestor must compare the following
three portfolios: AB, or AC, or Bc. To make the selection
slightly more complex one can add two more stocks i.e., five
candidate stocks. The potential portfolio can now be AB, AC,

7e w. J . Baumol , portf ol- io-Theory :
Asset Combinations (Monistown:
Press, I97O) | p. Zl.

The Selection of
General Learning
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AD' AE, BC, BD, BE, cD, EC, or DE. The addition of tvro ner¡/

candidate stocks increases the number of possibre portfolios
from three to ten. rf one were to select ten stocks from a

hundred possible candidates then the number of arternative
portforios wourd exceed lTrooorooo,ooorooo. rrn general, the
number of possibilities increases far more rapidry than the
number of stocks to be considered and soon g'rows

astronomical tt .80

rt is obvious that a potential i-nvestor coul-d not
possibly weight the advantages and disadvantages of a

portfolio without some sort of sophisticated aid.

Markowitz devised a cornputational moder to trace out the
efficient (opportunity) l-ocus and to identify the portfolios
that make it up. rdentifying the efficient locus curls out
the nonoptirnal investment candidates and provides the investor
with a systematic listing of the relative riskiness of the
remaining candidates from which to select.

An opportunity set can be generated by protting all
investments E(r) and connecting these possible investments

with l-ines representing possible portfolios (Figure 2.L2).
All individual securities as well as arl portforios not
containing P are found within the opportunity set. Any point

80 Loc. cit.
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found within the opportunity set is said to be a feasible
investment. The efficient frontier, which constitutes arl the
effi-cient investments, of the opportunity set is found between

points A and B.

An efficient investment has one of the forrowing
characteristics: (1) it, has more return than any other
investment with the same variability of returns or (2) it has

less risk than any other security with the same return. The

efficient frontier of the opportunity set is said to dominate

arl other investments in the opportunity set. The opportunity
set characteristically takes on the pecuriar escalroped
quartermoon shape as shown in Figure C.4.

The particular shape of the efficient frontier is
explained by Hirschleifer in the following way:

The curvature shown for the efficient frontier - opposite
to that of the (E(r),o) indifference curves forrows from

the covariance effect, since moving to higher value of
portfolio E(r) prog,ressively reduces the number of securities
that can be held in combination so as to lower o.81

J" Hirschleifer,
Uncertain Worldtl

'rEfficient Allocation of Capital in an
American Economic Review, May J-964, p.
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E (r)

figure C"4s

Covariance is a useful
variables react to events.

be defined as:

Cov (A,B) : E((A-A) (B-B) : g (AB) - AB

in Figure c.5. rf one takes the product of each pair

Three basic relationships using A and B are il_lustrated

values one would arrive at a positive amount for the sum of
the average of these products. rn il-rustration J-, however,
the higher the value of A, the higher the value of B; in
illustration 2 the higher the value of A, the lower the value
of Bì and in illustration 3 the varue of A has no effect on

B. the difficulty is resolved in Figure c.6 by subtracting
the mean of A from the observed varue of A and the mean of B

from the observed varue of B. The result is a shífting of the
t62

The opportunity Set

method of measuring hov¡ two random

The covaríance between A and B may

of



A and B axes so

for illustration
for illustration

rf E (ÀB)

statistically
where there is

that, the average of the products is positive
1-, negative for illustration 2, and zelro

3. this is shown in Figure C.7 .

The scar-e used to measure variables can have an effect on
the covariance. The correlation coefficient is univariant to
scale- rt is obtained by dividing the covariance by the
product of the two standard deviations.

Qarb = Cov (A, B)
o" ob

The correlation coefficient qa,b can have varues ranging from
-1 to 1 incl_usive as illustrated in Figure C.7.

covariance can be written in terrns of the correration
coefficient:

Cov (^A,, B) = ga, bo"oo

: AB and Cov (AB) = O then X and y are
independent. Covariance can be egual to zero
not stat,istical independence.

ff there are more than two variables then
several covariances,. for example,

Var (.A'1+A2+A3) : Var (At- + Var(À2) + Var(A3)
+2Cov(Aj-,A3) + 2Cov(A2,A3)

there can be
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Values
ofB

Val-ues of A

fIl-ustration l-

Figrure C.5 3

B-E-

I í',
.2 ,

Illustration 2 fllustration 3

Three Basic Relationships of Two

ï,'u' , .lì " '':-' '
'rt " ! '," -.i

Illustration l_

- Figure c.6r- - Average of the products for ThreeBasic Relationships of îwo Randon Variables

B-ã

rf the returns of two securi_ties are perfectly correlated
i.e., they always move together, the correlation coefficient
Qâ,b = 1. rf correlation is less than perfectly positive or

L64

Illustration 2

B-;

fllustration 3



negative, overall risk is reduced through diversification.
Through diversification, portfolio risk may be reduced below
the risk of each individual security naking up the portfolio.
rt j-s for this reason that portfolio diversification is so

important and which has probably contributed to the
growth of investment funds which offer even the smarlest
investor a chance to hold a share of a diversified portfolio
of securities.

Figure c.7 z correrating coefficients for Three BasícRelationships of T¡ro Random Variables

CAPITAL IIIÀRKET LINE

The line pRe (Figure c.4) designates the capital Market
Line (cML) which represents the continuum of possible
portfolj-os an investor could construct from R borrowing and

lending at rate p. As graphed in Figure c.4, the cML is the
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true efficient frontier for it, dominates the efficient
frontier of the opportunity set. The cML is the rocus of the
maxi-mum rates of return for each risk class and represents the
opportunity foregone by investing in ress efficient
investments- can one define the cML by its intercept and
slope where the vertical intercept, which is the pure interest
rate' can be viewed as the price of immediate consumption or
the rer¡¡ard for waiting.

Each point on the cML is a unigue varue for E(r) and
. The risk class of the investment is determined by o. The
E(r) is the cost of capital appropriate for that particuJ_ar
risk class.

DIVERSIFICATION

A question of considerable irnportance for the individual_
investor is the degree to which totar portfolio risk varies
with the addition of further assets to a given portfolio.
Markowitz's important contribution to the understanding of
ri-sk was to point out that a relatively smaLl number of stocks
will provide adeguate diversification if the covari_ance
between the securities is smalr and especialry if smarl and
negative 

"

Markowitz efficient diversification is the combining of
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securities with less than perfect posit,ive correlation in
order to reduce risk in a portfolio without giving up any of
the portfolios return. The rower the correlation of the
securities in a portfolio the l-ess risky the portfolio will- be
generally. simply stated, this means that to obtain true
diversification the securities in guestion must not be
dependent on the same independent variable to determj-ne their
market action.
not by names of industries but instead by the influences which
make them fluctuate. portfolio management would be greatly
aided if a stock listing were developed classifying stocks as

to their dependency on various independent variables.
Markowitzs2 discusses diversification stating that:

:..it irnplies the "right kind" of diversificationfor the 'f right reasonú. The adeguacy ofdiversification is not thought uy investors todepend on the number of aiitereirt railwaysecurities for example, would not be as wel_ldi-versifi-ed as the éame size portfolio with
some railroadr- some.public utility, rnining, varioussorts of manufacturing, etc. The reason is thatit is.generally more Íirery for firms within thesame industry to do poorly at the same time than forf irms in díssirnil-ar indusLries.

rn other v¡ords securities must be diversified

Sinilarly, in trying to make variance small itnot enough to invest in many securities. It isnecessary to avoid investing in securities withcovariances among themselves.

Markowitz diversifications affect on risk
in Figure C.B. Given two securities and

82 Markowitz, op. cit. , p. 89.
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characteristics one is concerned with fínding the optinar
proportions which they shourd be combined to form an

investment portfolio. As derived earlier, E(r) is just a

l-inear cornbination of the individuar security returns. The

standard deviatio\ o, is a linear function if and onry if the
portfolio's securities are perfectly correlated, ab : *1,
which is representative of the situation where risk is least
minimi-zed. rf the two securities returns T¡rere perfectly
negative correlated, ab = -1, risk would be compÌetery removed.

if the two securities were properly cornbi-ned. Figure c. 8

shows that as ab become smaLrer it takes on a saucer shane
assuming a minimum at some point.

MarkowÍtz diversificationæ reduces the amount of risk
v¡ithout reducing return. Naive diversification, not placing
al-I your eggs in one basket or spreading your risks, ilây
reduce risk as well but what it wil_l not generally do is
minimize risk as

securities.
it ignores the correlation between

Originally published in I{. Sharpers article, r,Capita1
Asset prj-ces: + Theory of Market Eguiribríun ui¿-ei-conditions of Risk, 'rThe Journar of -E_inancg, 

september,1964, p
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E (r)

CRITTCISIIÍS ÃND SRORTCO}IINGS

Figure c.83 Markonitz Diversification

To this point the underrying foundations of portfolio
analysis have been presented, arbeit a cursory presentati_on.
However it is important to point out at this juncture that
there are criticisms and shortcomings that should be

discussed.

rt is assumed in portfolio analysis that j-nvestor utility
is determined strictly by the first two statistical_ moments of
the probability distribut j-on of returns. s4

84 The moments of a probability distribution are statistical
measures that define the distribution. The first momentabout the origin for a probability distribution ofreturns is the same thing as its ãxpected varue or
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simplífication, the third and fourth moments are ignored in
the analysis which is a cause for criticism of portfolio
analysis. By ignoríng the third and fourth moments it is
contended by some that the portfolio-analysis model_ wastes

information that may be pertinent to an investor. General_ly,

most distributions of return for securities tend to be

slrmmetrical and conseçluently possess third moments of zero.
rt can be debated if any pertinent information is rearly rost.
rt is not clear what fourth moments measure and how they
affect investor ut,ility thus measurement of the fourth moment

is not necessary untíl further research can determine its
usefulness.85

Portfolio anarysis rests heavily on the assumption that
the variance, ot standard deviation, of return is the correct

mean and is a measure of Location for the distribution.
E (r) = XPirí ( 1)

i=l
The second statistical_ mornent is a synonym for variancewhich measures the distributions disþers-ion or wideness.

or' : E(r,-E(r))2 ^ (2)

rhe third momenr iI u i3l!Tr"" tå]'.n" 
skewness or rhedistribution while the fourth mornent, is a measure ofthe peakedness in a probability distribution.

Generally, portfolio analysis assumes that utility is a

function of the first two moments - namely E(r) and o2.

J' Mossin,.'roptimal Multiperiod portfotio policiês,',
Econometrica , L966, pp . 2j_S-2L8.
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indicator of portfolio risk. No concrusive evidence to
support this hypothesis has been published arthough the data

provided by sharpe tends to support o as a measure of risk.8ó

However, when one considers the wide diversity of investments

it is debatable whether one can aggregate risks from all
origins into a single measure of variability and find a

portfolio with the lowest risk at the desired revel of return.
The role of the Markowitz or sharpe theory in anaryzing a

retiring farm-operators alternatives is in identifying the

efficient portfolios of non-farm securities and providing
insight regarding the effects of diversification.

Portfolio analysis can be demonstrated to be appropriate
if the utility functions for wealth and rates of return are

guadratic. rt is suggested, that sometimes, the utility of
return function for a risk-averter assumes the quadratic form

U = a + br cr2, where a, b, and c are constants (Figure

c.e).

The utility of wealth function is guadratic too, for it
a linear transformation of the utility-of-returns function.
Figure c.l-0 depicts the utility of wealth function for a risk-
averter whi-ch has the form U : 9 + hW - KI{2

Markowit,z , op. cit. , pp. 4L6-4a7 "
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Figure C.9: euadratic Utility of Returns Function

The marginal utility functions (Mu) are du/dr : b -2c4
and durzdw = h 2KÍt for returns and wealth respectively
implying MU is negative for r>b/2c and for w>h2K. one

interprets these results to mean that investors dÍs1Íke a rate
of return larger than b/zc or wourd have an aversion to more

wealth greater than h/2K. rn order to circumvent this anomaly

academics stipulate that the analysis be restricted to the
range l^¡ere dU / dr

the portion of the utility function with non negative MU is
rel-evant.
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trigure C.10: euadratic utility of Wealth Function

rt has been suggested that problerns invorving negative MU

and utility function restrictions occur because quadratic
utility functions are assumed when perhaps they should not
be.87 Expected utility can be maximized for any utility
function so long'as it has positive but dininishing MU and if
the distribution of returns are of a tr,,¡o parameter

distributíon. rt is however, not so unrealistic to assume

that a guadratic utility of returns function has an upper

bound for in the rrreal worrd, investors are not observed

paying large sums for small chances at an infinitelv larcre

return.

87 J. Mossin, ttoptimaÌ
Econometrica I L966,

Multiperiod PortfoLio Poliei oqrr
pp. 2t5-2I8.
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CONCIJUSION

Portfolio serection theory involves the cornpilatj-on of a

set of expected net returns and their associated risk revels.
rn the context of this research, it is the varying proportions

of the farm firm production and external (off-farrn) investment

program comprising the farm finn portfolio which are relevant.

Portforio selection theory can be utirized as an

empirical tool to aid farm firm decision-makers in their
investment seLection. Those enterprises and assets that
indicate hiqh expected returns in addition to high variance of
returns wourd be eliminated from efficient portfolios except

those at or nearing the peak of the E-V frontier.

conversely, those investments wíth low returns and row

variance would either be elirninated or found at the l-ower

region of the E-V frontier.

PortfoLio analysis, in addition to aiding the farm firm
decision maker in his selection of investments, can also be

ernployed to indicate the extent of diversification within
efficient portfolios of farm firm investments.
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Generally investments are classified as either eguity
assets or fixed income assets" Eguity assets include
investments such as farm real estate, corporate stocks and

mutual funds which are characterized by market risk and

business risk. Returns to eguity assets come in the form of
price return and income return. Fixed j-ncome assets incl-ude

investments of the nature of bank deposits, bonds and

purchased annuities which possess interest rate risk,
purchasing por¡rer risk and potential longevÍty risk. Returns

to fixed income assets usually come in the form of income

returns.

APPTJTED PORTFOLTO SELECTTON TEEORY

APPENDIX D

Farm-operators preparing for retirement must select
assets for their retirement portfolio that minirnize risk
commensurate with the leveI of expected return. purchasing

power risk, in times of inflation presents the most serious
threat to a retirement portforio. rn times of economic

depression or recession the retirement portfolio is subject to
market risk and negative price returns. changing economic

conditions wourd reguire the retirement portfolio to shift its
relative proportion of eguity and fixed income assets in

¡.7 5



response to the economic changes in order to maintain a

desirable return.

once the levels of risk, expected return and the desired
proportions of eguity and fixed income securities have been

decided upon, the farm-operator must then select the

appropriate securities. The criteria to be considered are

income stability, security of principal and ease of
management.

Farm-operators are generally familiar with the investment

characteristics of farm assets" They have wi-tnessed, over the

long run, a steady increase in land prices and know how to
evaluate their assets productivity. Farm rear estate is a

desirable investment for many farm-operators because of their
experience with it and its ease of management. However, if
the farm-operators objective is to develop eguity apart from

the farm firm, then additional land investment would only
frustrate the objective. The objective would be further
frustrated if the farm operator desired to retíre during a

period of l-and value deflation as witnessed in the rnid 1980's.

The task of managing an investment portfolio of non-farm

securities poses a vexing problem for many farm operators, for
generally they have l-ittle previous experience with non-farm

assets. A survey of farm operators from southern Lower
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Michigan showed that a negatíve attitude prevailed towards

stocks, bonds and mutual funds.s These investments were

regarded as being too risky relative to farm real estate, J-and

contracts and bank savings accounts. In Canada, hov/ever, the

concern for eguities risk does not, appear to be as prevalent

for an increasing: number of farm-operators are investing in
security funds by way of Registered Retirement savings prans

(RRSPs). Tung and Rustse conducted an analysís of farm

operators¡ participation in RRSPs for the taxation years rgTL

to 1,974. The study found that the rate of farm-operatorsl

participation in RRSPs was greater than that of the non-farm

group. Tt was also found that an increasing number of farm

operators purchased RRSPs during the period studied, which

were relatively high farm income years. The authors of the

study point out that the actions of farm taxfirers in planning

for retirement rnight be different from that of non-farm

taxfilers.

MUTUÃL FUNDS

Many of the conmon investment media which produce returns
in the basic forms of interest, dividends and capital gains,

can be sheltered in an RRSP. RRSps provide the additional
advantage of an irnmediate deduction from income of the

88

89

Lee and Brake,

Tung and Rust,

op.

op.

cit., p. 7.

cit., pp. 1-5-25.
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contributions to the pIan. Limits are set on the type of RRSp

investments prinarily to ensure Canadian content. Without

being exhaustive, qualified RRSP investments include: cash,

Canadían government securities, mortgages, shares and debt

securities of Canadian public corporations, and shares and.

units of Canadian rnutual funds.

Mutual funds eligible for RRSPs are the investment

vehicle selected for this research as they possess a number of

features that offer a possible solution to the problem of
managing a retirement portfolio of off-farm securities.
Furthermore this study hypothesizes the RRSP's can be a useful
tool- for intergeneration farm finn transfers. À major

difficulty, the disruptive demands on capital when parents

wish to retire, is lessened by the use of RRSp's. Funds

generated by the farm firm for reinvestment can be praced into
an RRSP during the three stages of the farm firm life cycle.

Upon retirement of the farm-parents the funds can be withdrav/n

thereby reducing the large drawings on the farm firmrs assets.

Mutual funds are a relatively recent addition to the wide

assortment of financial intermediaries in canada.e0 The

oLdest Canadian fund was established in L93l- whereas the first
American fund dates to the early 1920ts. Mutual funds are a

e0 c.D. Tuirin and W. R. Waters, A Studv
Mutual Funds Industry, (Toronto, The
Funds Industry, 1-969), pp. 1--5.
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hybrid of the British investment trusts and the Àmerican

closed end j-nvestment company.

The major features offered by mutual funds are

professionally managed, diversified investment portfolios that
can be purchased in smaIl guantities. By purchasing shares of
a mutual fund, the srnall and inexperienced investor can gain

wider diversification in asset holdings than would be possible

through direct participation in the stock market. The

diversified portfolio and its management can be viewed as two

distinct economi-c commodities. fn the selection and

development of a portfolio a degree of technical expertise is
expended. The small investor benefits from the expertise

provided and the diversified investment portfolio.

Mutual fund managiements provide continuing supervision of

their portfolios as well as access to investment information

and periodic counsel. Because of their lack of general

expertise in off-farm assets the aforementioned services are

of value to the farm operator. A retirement portfolio should

be easy to manage. Off-farm investments which do not require

extensive analysis prior to purchase and close supervision

thereafter are preferable to those that do require detail_ed

initial and ongoing study.
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REGISTERED RETIREI{EMT 8ÀVTNGS PIJÃNS

fn order to develop an off-farm investment program the

farm parentsr must allocate their savings into specific
investment media. The farm parent's decisions ideally should

be made on the basis of the effect of these incremental

investments on the risk-return characteristics of their entire
portfolio. The effect of the incremental investments will
depend firstly on the differential taxation of the dj-fferent
types of investment return and secondly on whether the

investments are held or not held in an RRSP.

RRSPs were selected as the investment media for the

purposes of this study because of their tax shelter features

and because they are cornposed of professionally managed,

diversified investment portfolios. There is a vast array of

different investment progranmes avail-able for RRSps. The more

conmon funds include equity funds, mortgage funds, fixed
income funds and, guaranteed funds. Each fund has different
risks associated with the preservation of capital and return.
The large number of funds available and the egually large

number of institutions offering RRSPs gives the farm parents

the opportunity to compare the risks associated with the

preservation of capital and return. Finally, RRSps were

selected as the investment media for this study because they

do not require extensive analysis prior to purchase and close
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supervision

investment

thereafter
program.

as would eguivalent, dÍrect
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